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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

• Free markets, limited government, democracy and individual 

rights have delivered immense human prosperity. They have 

raised our standard of living, provided social mobility and 

protected human freedom. But some are now, particularly in 

response to the Covid-19 crisis, calling for a new settlement. They 

claim the crisis has shown the need for a bigger state as well as 

a new mission for business that downgrades the importance of  

profit.

• These claims are nothing new. Many were suggesting the same 

prior to the crisis. Nevertheless, this crisis—combined with the 

public’s declining faith in both governments and corporations—

could be hijacked in a form of Disaster Corporatism to reshape 

society in an unconstructive manner. 

• If this is to be avoided, we must learn the right lessons about state 

capacity and the role of business from Covid-19. These lessons 

are the opposite to what has been often suggested. If governments 

and businesses are to regain public confidence and improve their 

effectiveness, there must be a reassertion of their purpose and a 

return to their traditional competencies.

• Many governments struggled to provide an effective pandemic 

response: they failed to respond in a timely manner and restricted 

tools, like testing, that could have prevented the virus from 

spreading. Meanwhile, businesses, albeit with challenges and 
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state-support, have largely responded successfully to immense 

challenges and delivered life-saving vaccines and therapeutics. 

• The crisis is revealing and should help refocus attention. The 

state failure evident in response to Covid-19 undermines the case 

for a greater government role in the direction of the economy. It 

is bizarre that many are calling for more power and more respon-

sibility for the very same bureaucracies that have shown cata-

strophic failures. The state must, to regain public trust, focus on 

effectively delivering traditional demands for essential public 

services and safety.

• The extent to which the state was effective during the crisis — 

such as in providing financial support to keep businesses afloat or 

in procuring and partly funding vaccines — does not necessarily 

set a model for how the state should act during a non-emergency. 

• If the economy is going to flourish after the crisis, the state will 

need to allow the private sector to adapt to its new circumstances. 

It must avoid continuing to crowd out private sector activity, 

propping up unproductive ‘zombie companies’, and encouraging 

subsidy entrepreneurs.

• Not only do some want the state to be more involved in the affairs 

of business, many also want business to be more involved in the 

affairs of the state. This applies across social and environmen-

tal issues under the guise of ‘stakeholder capitalism’, replacing 

traditional profit-driven ‘shareholder capitalism’. Businesses, 

it is claimed, should accept lower profits in order to contribute 

towards social and environmental goals.

• The perpetrators of this false dichotomy are harming support for 

a liberal economy. Profit is socially responsible. A business that 

returns a profit to its shareholders can provide quality and value-

for-money products for their customers, pay wages to their work-

ers, procure from their suppliers, and pay taxes to fund public 

services. 
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• Businesses that adopt a social justice agenda risk being perceived 

as incompetent—since they cannot live up to lofty goals that 

often require political collective action—and often face accusa-

tions of being cynical and hypocritical.

• The failings of the alternative, corporatist model of capitalism 

provide a warning to those who now want to reshape liberal mar-

ket economies. The Wirecard scandal reveals the dangers of 

downplaying market forces in favour of broader social goals lead-

ing to the cover-up of unlawful corruption. 

• Both the state and businesses must relearn their place if the suc-

cessful liberal free market system is to survive, and flourish, after 

Covid. 
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INTRODUCTION

 
Rumours of capitalism’s demise are not new. Capitalism, accord-

ing to its critics, is always near its end. Karl Marx, the originator of 

the term ‘capitalism’, predicted the system’s internal contradictions 

would lead to its inevitable collapse. Marxists have been predicting 

total system collapse—“soon”—ever since. The second half of the 

20th century was defined by a foundational debate about whether lib-

eral market or socialist systems would be more effective at delivering 

prosperity. Many, even in the most market economies, spoke highly 

of the alternative and presumed the Soviet systems would prevail. 

These “Sovietologists” infamously failed to foresee the collapse of 

the Soviet Union.1

The ‘Capitalism versus Communism’ debate took a momentary 

break following the fall of the Soviet Union. Liberal free market econ-

omies appeared unassailable.2 From the Reagan and Thatcher revo-

lutions to the former Soviet bloc, India and China, and across Africa 

1  William H Honan, “Sovietologists, Years after the Collapse, Cope with a 
New Reality,” The New York Times, March 13, 1996, https://www.nytimes.
com/1996/03/13/us/sovietologists-years-after-the-collapse-cope-with-a-new-
reality.html.

2  Francis Fukayama, “The End of History?,” The National Interest, no. 16 
(1989): pp. 3-18.
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and South America, market liberalisation appeared both natural and 

inevitable. The World Trade Organisation, established in 1995, grew 

in members along with trade volumes. Meanwhile, in the developed 

world, the parties of the left surrendered socialist goals for electa-

bility and greater prosperity. The likes of Tony Blair in the United 

Kingdom, Bill Clinton in the United States, Gerhard Schröder in 

Germany, and Bob Hawke and Paul Keating in Australia, adopted a 

‘Third Way’.3 These left wing parties had, for a period, made peace 

with market economies. 

This was for good reason: markets work. “Until Liberalism - free 

markets, limited government, democracy and individual rights - the 

average human being lived on roughly three dollars a day,” Jonah 

Goldberg writes.4 “From the Agricultural Revolution about 12,000 

years ago, all the way up until three centuries ago, the typical human 

lived in crushing poverty and died at an early age from violence 

or, more likely, some bowel-stewing disease.” Goldberg explains 

that humanity’s progress cannot simply be linked to the Scientific 

Revolution: scientific advancement was made previously, but innova-

tion was suffocated because it threatened existing power structures 

and societies lacked interest in commercial ventures. “Serendipity 

plays a big part in innovation, which is why liberal economies, with 

their free-roving experimental opportunities, do so well,” Matt 

Ridley writes.5  

Goldberg’s argument is deeply rooted in empirical findings. 

Economic freedom is closely linked to entrepreneurial dynamism, 

3  Anthony Giddens, The Third Way and Its Critics (Cambridge: Polity, 2010).

4  Jonah Goldberg, “Liberalism Has Not Failed: Opinion,” Newsweek, July 16, 
2020, https://www.newsweek.com/liberalism-has-not-failed-opinion-1516313.

5 Matt Ridley, How Innovation Works (London: 4th Estate, 2021).
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innovation, economic growth and higher standards of living. The 

2020 Index of Economic Freedom found that average income is 

eight times higher in the economically freest countries compared to 

the most repressed.6 In recent history, the adoption of freer markets 

and freer trade has proven the most effective poverty alleviation tool 

known to humankind. In the last thirty years, hundreds of millions of 

people have been lifted out of extreme poverty, particularly in China 

but also India and increasingly across Africa.7 Even in China, though 

many commentators gush over strong state-led development, around 

70% to 80% of the economy and nine-in-ten new jobs are created in 

the private sector while the public sector is famously unproductive.8 

That’s not all. Economic freedom is also associated with stronger 

protection for the environment, human rights, liberal democracy and 

broader social progress.9

In retrospect, however, the appearance of broad support for the lib-

eral market was little more than a brief interlude. The 2007-8 finan-

cial crisis led to renewed claims of capitalism’s forthcoming demise.10 

The ‘Occupy Wall Street’ protest movement was the most public dis-

play of this sentiment. This was followed, in more recent years, by the 

rise in popularity of explicitly socialist politicians like Bernie Sanders 

6   https://www.heritage.org/index/ 

7  Esteban Ortiz-Ospina and Diana Beltekian, “Extreme Poverty Is Falling: How 
Is Poverty Changing for Higher Poverty Lines?,” Our World in Data, March 5, 
2018, https://ourworldindata.org/poverty-at-higher-poverty-lines.

8  Rainer Zitelmann, “State Capitalism? No, The Private Sector Was 
And Is The Main Driver Of China’s Economic Growth,” Forbes (Forbes 
Magazine, September 30, 2019), https://www.forbes.com/sites/
rainerzitelmann/2019/09/30/state-capitalism-no-the-private-sector-was-and-
is-the-main-driver-of-chinas-economic-growth/#5ffbb2ab27cb

9  https://www.heritage.org/index/ 

10  See, for example, David Harvey, The Enigma of Capital: And the Crisis of 
Capitalism, Main edition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011).

https://www.heritage.org/index/
https://ourworldindata.org/poverty-at-higher-poverty-lines
https://www.heritage.org/index/
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in the United States and Jeremy Corbyn in the United Kingdom. 

While both were unsuccessful in reaching the top of their political 

systems, they have had substantial influence on public debate. 

Corbyn and Sanders have moved the “Overton window” – introduc-

ing previously radical ideas into public debate, thereby making these 

ideas increasingly mainstream. This has served to change the intel-

lectual climate. For example, now even some sympathetic to markets 

have called for a lesser focus of businesses on the “single-minded 

pursuit of profit” and greater attention on addressing inequality 

and climate change (and many other worthy goals).11 A January 2020 

poll found a majority of the British people (53%), and across 28 coun-

tries (56%), believe that capitalism does “more harm than good in the 

world”.12  Meanwhile, polls in recent years have consistently found 

strong support for “socialism” and “communism” in both Britain 

and the United States.13 

The great ideological contest has again been renewed in 2020 

in response to Covid-19. “Capitalism now faces the deepest cri-

sis in its several centuries of existence,” one writer has claimed.14 

11  Rebecca Henderson, Reimagining Capitalism: How Business Can Save the 
World (London: Penguin Books Ltd, 2020).

12  https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/
files/2020-01/2020%20Edelman%20Trust%20Barometer%20Global%20
Report_LIVE.pdf

13  Will Dahlgreen, “British People Keener on Socialism than Capitalism,” 
YouGov, February 23, 2016, https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-
reports/2016/02/23/british-people-view-socialism-more-favourably-capi.
Mohamed Younis, “Four in 10 Americans Embrace Some Form of Socialism,” 
Gallup.com (Gallup, May 20, 2019), https://news.gallup.com/poll/257639/
four-americans-embrace-form-socialism.aspx.

14  John Smith, “Why Coronavirus Could Spark a Capitalist Supernova,” 
openDemocracy, March 31, 2020, https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/
oureconomy/why-coronavirus-could-spark-capitalist-supernova/.

https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2020-01/2020%20Edelman%20Trust%20Barometer%20Global%20Report_LIVE.pdf
https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2020-01/2020%20Edelman%20Trust%20Barometer%20Global%20Report_LIVE.pdf
https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2020-01/2020%20Edelman%20Trust%20Barometer%20Global%20Report_LIVE.pdf
https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2016/02/23/british-people-view-socialism-more-favourably-capi
https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2016/02/23/british-people-view-socialism-more-favourably-capi
https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/oureconomy/why-coronavirus-could-spark-capitalist-supernova/
https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/oureconomy/why-coronavirus-could-spark-capitalist-supernova/
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Commentators, across the traditional political spectrum, are claim-

ing that “capitalism has been suspended [and] we are not going back” 

and that we are now moving “from liberal orthodoxy to more active 

government.”15 Many are positively gleeful at the “opportunity for 

a fundamental shift in the vernacular”.16 Declarations about capi-

talism’s decline are growing at an exponential speed perhaps only 

matched by the initial spread of the virus.

In summary, we are in a period of deep introspection about the role 

of the state and voluntary human action in the management of human 

affairs. There are three key claims made on the pro-state side: (1) 

governments’ expanded role in the economy and society during the 

Covid-19 crisis should become permanent; (2) the crisis has shown 

the dangers of globalisation and highly interconnected supply chains; 

(3) we now have an opportunity for a new economic and social model 

that tackles climate change, improves public services and reduces 

inequality (“Build Back Better”). These assertions come from indi-

viduals who held the view that the state should have a larger role in 

society before the crisis: one might think of this doctrine as ‘Disaster 

Corporatism’. A cynic would argue that they are exploiting the situa-

tion to achieve pre-existing political objectives. “You never let a seri-

ous crisis go to waste,” Rahm Emanuel, President Barack Obama’s 

chief of staff, said. “And what I mean by that it’s an opportunity to 

do things you think you could not do before.” Labour MP, and then-

15  Yanis Varoufakis and David McWilliams, “‘There Is a Glimmer of Hope’: 
Economists on Coronavirus and Capitalism,” The Guardian (Guardian News and 
Media, May 6, 2020), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/06/
there-is-a-glimmer-of-hope-economists-on-coronavirus-and-capitalism. Nick 
Timothy, “From Work to Education to Politics, Nothing Will Be the Same Again,” 
The Telegraph (Telegraph Media Group, March 22, 2020), https://www.
telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/03/22/work-education-politics-nothing-will/.

16  Wendy Carlin, “Covid-19 Is Resetting the Way We Talk about the Economy,” 
Financial Times (Financial Times, April 23, 2020), http://ft.com/content/
cb827cea-849d-11ea-b6e9-a94cffd1d9bf.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/06/there-is-a-glimmer-of-hope-economists-on-coronavirus-and-capitalism
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/06/there-is-a-glimmer-of-hope-economists-on-coronavirus-and-capitalism
http://ft.com/content/cb827cea-849d-11ea-b6e9-a94cffd1d9bf
http://ft.com/content/cb827cea-849d-11ea-b6e9-a94cffd1d9bf
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shadow education secretary Kate Green, said in 2020 that “we 

should use the opportunity, don’t let a good crisis go to waste.”17

There is, however, a key contradiction at the heart of those who 

claim Covid-19 is a justification for dismantling capitalism and creat-

ing a more active state. It is rarely acknowledged that this pandemic 

has shown the dramatic failings of the public sector – the same pub-

lic sector that they now wish would take greater control of the econ-

omy. They are calling for more power and more responsibility for the 

very same bureaucracies that have shown catastrophic failures. A 

private business would go bankrupt—and its executives would most 

likely end up in jail—if they were responsible for the carnage caused 

by Chinese authorities who allowed the virus to spread in Wuhan in 

January 2020 or the many Western governments who failed to put in 

place early measures to control the virus in their own countries. 

At the beginning of Covid, faith in the state and incumbent admin-

istrations rapidly increased. The perception that governments were 

responding swiftly and strongly, as well as unity at a time of cri-

sis, boosted popular support. But this has not lasted. In the United 

Kingdom, opinion polls put the Conservative Party’s vote as high 

as 55% in early April 2020, while later results put polls put the party 

in the low-to-mid 40s.18 In late March 2020, almost three-quarters 

of the public (72%) approved of the Government’s handling of coro-

navirus, which had fallen to less than one-third (30%) by September 

17  BBC News, “Covid: Labour MP apologises for calling pandemic ‘good 
crisis’,” Published28 September 2020, https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
politics-54324079

18  “The Latest Polls,” Britain Elects, accessed March 25, 2021, https://www.
britainelects.com/the-latest-polls.

https://www.britainelects.com/the-latest-polls
https://www.britainelects.com/the-latest-polls
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2020.19 This came as a commentary noted weaknesses in the UK 

Government’s response to Covid-19, as most evidenced by tens 

of thousands of deaths and a substantial economic contraction.20 

Approval ratings again increased after a relatively successful vacci-

nation programme, and then declined, particularly following revela-

tions about rule breaking during lockdowns.

The idea that the state requires reform has been acknowledged at 

the highest levels.21 Prime Minister Boris Johnson claimed elements 

of the state reacted too slowly, at times being “like a recurring bad 

dream”.22 “Faith in conventional political parties, their leadership 

and their allies in business has been broken,” the then Chancellor 

of the Duchy of Lancaster Michael Gove declared in his Ditchley 

Lecture.23 Gove identified the arrogance, ineptitude and lack of 

accountability of existing elites who have overseen dramatic pol-

19  Matthew Smith, “Approval of Government Handling of COVID-19 Hits 
New Low,” YouGov (YouGov, September 17, 2020), https://yougov.co.uk/
topics/politics/articles-reports/2020/09/17/approval-government-handling-
coronavirus-sinks-low.

20  Noel Titheradge and Faye Kirkland, “Coronavirus: Did ‘Herd Immunity’ 
Change the Course of the Outbreak?,” BBC News (BBC, July 20, 2020), 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-53433824. George Parker et al., “Inside 
Westminster’s Coronavirus Blame Game,” Financial Times (Financial Times, 
July 16, 2020), https://amp.ft.com/content/aa53173b-eb39-4055-b112-
0001c1f6de1b.

21  James Forsyth, “Mission Impossible: Boris’s Attempt to Rewire the British 
Government,” The Spectator, July 4, 2020, https://www.spectator.co.uk/
article/mission-impossible-boriss-attempt-to-rewire-the-british-government.

22  Gordon Rayner, “Heat on Public Health England as Prime Minister Admits 
Coronavirus Response Was ‘Sluggish’,” The Telegraph (Telegraph Media Group, 
June 30, 2020), https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2020/06/30/heat-
public-health-england-prime-minister-admits-coronavirus/.

23  Michael Gove, “‘The Privilege of Public Service’ given as the Ditchley 
Annual Lecture,” GOV.UK, July 1, 2020, https://www.gov.uk/government/
speeches/the-privilege-of-public-service-given-as-the-ditchley-annual-lecture.

https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2020/09/17/approval-government-handling-coronavirus-sinks-low
https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2020/09/17/approval-government-handling-coronavirus-sinks-low
https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2020/09/17/approval-government-handling-coronavirus-sinks-low
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-53433824
https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/mission-impossible-boriss-attempt-to-rewire-the-british-government
https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/mission-impossible-boriss-attempt-to-rewire-the-british-government
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2020/06/30/heat-public-health-england-prime-minister-admits-coronavirus/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2020/06/30/heat-public-health-england-prime-minister-admits-coronavirus/
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/the-privilege-of-public-service-given-as-the-ditchley-annual-lecture
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/the-privilege-of-public-service-given-as-the-ditchley-annual-lecture
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icy failure. He noted that just 8% of the Government’s 108 major 

programmes have been assessed on effectiveness. Gove called for 

a series of reforms to decentralise power, diversify expertise and 

strengthen skills. Nevertheless, he paradoxically acknowledged the 

failure of the state while also calling for a greater role of the state in 

human affairs and declaring the need to make the state an “efficient 

force for good”.

The public are wise to this contradiction. Edelman’s 2021 Trust 

Barometer found the public’s low faith in business is matched by their 

even lower faith in government and politicians. Edelman found that 

the public believe that governments are neither competent (-34 net 

score) nor ethical (-10), while businesses are seen to be competent 

(+14) while only moderately ethical (+5). The British Social Attitudes 

survey has found that just 8% have complete or a great deal of trust in 

Parliament, and just 16% in business and industry.24 There have long 

been concerns about loss of faith in democracies.25

We are experiencing a broad loss of faith in both the public and pri-

vate sectors. This loss of faith, it will be argued in this paper, links 

closely to confusion about both the role of the government and the 

role of business. Governments exist to deliver essential public ser-

vices and ensure equal and fair rules: “peace, easy taxes, and a tol-

erable administration of justice,” Adam Smith wrote, “are the key 

to prosperity.” Businesses exist to organise human behaviour in the 

production of goods and services, to innovate and create the back-

bone of societal prosperity. 

24  Curtice, J., Clery, E., Perry, J., Phillips M. and Rahim, N. (eds.) (2019), 
British Social Attitudes: The 36th Report, London: The National Centre for 
Social Research

25  Pippa Norris, Democratic Deficit: Critical Citizens Revisited (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2011).
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Problematically, governments are expanding their role, interven-

ing in the business of business; while business becomes increasingly 

involved with social and environmental affairs. 

The problems are two-fold. Firstly, businesses and governments are 

acting outside their fields of competence. The failure of centrally 

planned economies demonstrates that bureaucrats are incapable of 

running the affairs of private businesses.26 Businesses are incapable 

of managing social affairs: they are not the appropriate vehicle for 

addressing the likes of environmental and social policy. While their 

innovations may help tackle these issues, these challenges raise ‘col-

lective action’ problems that are best resolved with political organisa-

tion through governments and civil society. 

Secondly, by acting outside their field of competence, governments 

and businesses are creating unachievable expectations that under-

mine confidence in both institutions. Governments are not very good 

at centrally directing economic activity – and the more they try, the 

more the public will be disappointed with the outcomes. It also dis-

tracts from effectively delivering on their core public service mission. 

Covid-19 has revealed many bloated and unresponsive states that lack 

focus on the issues that matter. In contrast,  many of the states which 

responded best to the crisis are relatively small and dynamic, such as 

Singapore and Taiwan.

Business is perceived to be more competent than government. But 

the private sector is increasingly claiming a moral pedestal. Not only 

does this signal a fundamental misunderstanding of their role—

to deliver quality products and value for shareholders, that in turn 

26  F. A. Hayek, “The Use of Knowledge in Society,” The American Economic 
Review 35, no. 4 (1945): 519–30.
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benefits society more broadly—but it is also destined for failure. A 

business inevitably struggles to uphold social positions. This risks 

charges of hypocrisy and alienating large swaths of the public by tak-

ing controversial standpoints. The contradictions risk undermining 

the entire institution.

Even before this crisis, it is clear faith in the state and business were 

low. Covid-19 has shown both the limits of business and limits of 

government. Businesses were incapable of putting in place mecha-

nisms to prevent the spread of a deadly virus, or insuring themselves 

against the subsequent economic downturn. These are both in the 

remit of governments.  Meanwhile, many governments struggled to 

respond to the public health threat, and are increasingly expanding 

their role into areas beyond their competence. If both parties are to 

succeed, they must reduce involvement in each other’s domain and 

focus on achieving their respective goals. Governments and busi-

nesses need to get back to doing their job – or risk a collapse in faith 

and lower quality outcomes for the people they serve.

The first section of this paper explores what Covid-19 has shown 

about the respective strengths and weaknesses of the state and busi-

ness. The second section discusses how state interference in the 

economy undermines prosperity and how their role should be more 

limited. The third section explains how businesses are undermin-

ing the system on which they depend by focusing on issues outside 

their realm of competence. The fourth section, bringing together 

these two themes, investigates the practical downsides of states more 

involved in business and businesses meddling in the affairs of state.
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1. LEARNING 
FROM 
COVID-19

The Covid-19 crisis is a symptom of state failure – initially in China’s 

cover up and subsequently the inability of many Western states to 

grasp the scale of the virus and appropriate responses. While some 

have asserted that this is because of a lack of investment in the state, 

the evidence is now clear that a bigger state makes little contribution 

towards successfully responding to Covid-19. In fact, the states that 

were most successful did not spend the most, but rather were well 

prepared, dynamic and focused. Many of the largest states, that have 

long since moved beyond providing basic services and protecting the 

rule of law, struggled to effectively respond to the public health emer-

gency. Meanwhile businesses, albeit in difficult circumstances and 

with state support, have continued to fulfil their functions. 

A LITANY OF STATE FAILURE

The Covid-19 saga has revealed a litany of systematic governance 

failures. Many of the most developed Western countries were pro-

foundly unprepared. The eradication of the likes of smallpox, polio, 

rinderpest and measles potentially created a false sense of security 
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about infectious diseases.27 Recent cases of new viruses, like SARS, 

MERS and Ebola, did not cause introspection outside of East Asia. 

Even with many commentators and bureaucracies rating pandem-

ics as a key threat, when the moment came they proved to underes-

timate the danger. Many governments were unresponsive and where 

they did take action, it was often badly targeted and thus ineffective. 

There was a fundamental lack of imagination.

The UK’s National Risk Register rated a flu pandemic the highest in 

relative impact and likelihood: “New diseases therefore pose a poten-

tial threat to the health of the UK population, and may present social 

and economic challenges.”28 But it then went on to state that “The 

likelihood of a new disease like SARS spreading to the UK is low”. 

This claim was not explained or further justified. It outlined the 

worst-case scenario of SARS in Toronto, Canada, which had just 251 

cases of the virus. Meanwhile, the Cygnus Exercise revealed a failure 

of preparation.29 Cygnus was a three-day simulated influenza pan-

demic led by Public Health England (PHE) in 2016. Despite it being 

at the height of the simulated pandemic, there was limited concep-

tualisation of personal protective equipment shortages, no discus-

sion about testing and tracing or border closures. It did note the lack 

of preparedness in the aged care sector, however these warnings were 

reportedly never passed along. 

27  Max Roser et al., “Eradication of Diseases,” Our World in Data, June 3, 
2014, https://ourworldindata.org/eradication-of-diseases.

28  The United Kingdom’s top threat, in relative impact and likelihood, has 
been a pandemic for some time, see https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/61934/national_
risk_register.pdf

29  Matthew Lesh, “Public Health Bureaucrats Must Face a Reckoning for Their 
Catastrophic Coronavirus Failures,” The Telegraph (Telegraph Media Group, 
May 10, 2020), https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/05/10/public-
health-bureaucrats-must-face-reckoning-catastrophic-coronavirus/.
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The initial outbreak of Covid-19 in China exemplifies the risk of 

unaccountable governments and state failure. It is no coincidence 

that the virus began in a highly controlled political environment that 

prevents dissent. The Wall Street Journal reports “China’s errors, 

dating back to the very first patients, were compounded by political 

leaders who dragged their feet to inform the public of the risks and 

to take decisive control measures.”30 The first cases were discovered 

in early December 2019—and may have dated back months earlier—

long before the admission of a new virus or measures taken to restrict 

the spread.31 

China reacted to the cases of pneumonia of unknown origin by cen-

soring the internet and punishing doctors—such as Li Wenliang—

who raised concerns. Chinese authorities maintained there was lim-

ited risk of human-to-human transmission until January 20th 2020, 

despite a growing number of unconnected cases. Wuhan, the city at 

the centre of the outbreak, was not locked down until January 23rd 

2020, many weeks after the first cases and warnings from doctors. 

In the meantime, millions left Wuhan after Lunar New Year celebra-

tions. A study found that if Wuhan had been shut down a week ear-

lier, the spread of the virus would have been reduced by two-thirds, 

while a three week earlier shut down could have reduced cases by 

30  Jeremy Page, Wenxin Fan, and Natasha Khan, “How It All Started: China’s 
Early Coronavirus Missteps,” The Wall Street Journal (Dow Jones & Company, 
March 6, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-it-all-started-chinas-early-
coronavirus-missteps-11583508932.

31 James Badcock, “Coronavirus Found in Barcelona Waste Water Sample from 
March 2019,” The Telegraph (Telegraph Media Group, June 26, 2020), https://
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/06/26/scientists-barcelona-find-covid-19-
waste-water-march-2019-nine/.
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95%.32 An effective early response could have stopped this crisis 

before it wreaked havoc on the entire world.

The seeds of a global pandemic were sown in China’s initial lacklus-

tre, secretive and, arguably, criminal response.33 However, that does 

not absolve Western governments of responsibility for domestic 

spread. Despite the weeks of warning, the threat was not taken par-

ticularly seriously. With few exceptions—such as Australia and the 

United States—there was limited effort to use border controls to 

limit the virus’ spread in the crucial weeks in January and February 

2020. This allowed the virus to seed into heavily interconnected 

Europe, beginning in northern Italy and spreading out throughout 

the continent. Britain’s response to Covid-19 has been intensely criti-

cised. The UK had one of the world’s highest death rates from Covid-

19, had one of the longest lockdowns and experienced some of the 

worst economic damage in the first half of 2020.34

BRITAIN’S LACKLUSTRE RESPONSE

Covid-19 has raised serious questions about Britain’s state capac-

ity. Paul Collier, a professor of economics and public policy at the 

University of Oxford, wrote in the New Statesman that:

32  Shengjie Lai et al., “Effect of Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions for 
Containing the COVID-19 Outbreak in China,” MedRxiv, March 13, 2020, 
2020.03.03.20029843, https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.03.03.20029843.

33  Matthew Henderson et al., “Compensation for Coronavirus? Assessing 
China’s Potential Culpability and Avenues of Legal Response,” Henry Jackson 
Society (Henry Jackson Society, April 5, 2020), https://henryjacksonsociety.
org/publications/coronaviruscompensation/.

34  http://www.oecd.org/economic-outlook/june-2020/

https://henryjacksonsociety.org/publications/coronaviruscompensation/
https://henryjacksonsociety.org/publications/coronaviruscompensation/
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“Britain is heavily over-invested in its belief in the efficacy of 

centralised state direction. Underpinning this belief are two falla-

cies. One is that the top knows what to do. It knows best, because 

it is staffed by those of the highest calibre and they draw on the 

finest expertise. The other is that central control is necessary for 

coordination.”35

Collier points to the failure to ramp up mass testing because of an 

excessive dependence on Public Health England’s monopoly – in 

contrast to Germany who does not have a centralised authority or 

monopoly responsible for diagnostic testing.36 PHE was celebrated 

for developing a test in January 2020, however testing was initially 

limited to just a single laboratory. It took until mid-February that year 

for expansion to the entire PHE network of a dozen laboratories. Not 

until March was an effort made to include NHS labs. In the mean-

time, PHE rebuffed offers to help with testing from companies, uni-

versities, charities, and even animal testing labs.37 The bureaucracy 

proved slow, unresponsive and unwilling to use private expertise.

Even in areas where there is cause for national planning, Whitehall 

“has revealed itself to be spectacularly bad at it,” Collier says. There 

was a near-identical experience in both the United Kingdom and the 

United States on testing, whereby centralised bureaucracies (PHE 

and CDC) chose to maintain control, but faced limited expansion, 

experimentation, and innovation. There were also ultimately deadly 

35  Paul Collier, “Capitalism after Coronavirus,” New Statesman (New 
Statesman, May 6, 2020), https://www.newstatesman.com/politics/
economy/2020/05/capitalism-after-coronavirus.

36  I made this point in Testing Times, Matthew Lesh, “Testing Times: The 
Urgent Need to Decentralise COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing in the United 
Kingdom” (London, UK: Adam Smith Institute, April 2, 2020), https://www.
adamsmith.org/research/testing-times.

37  ibid.
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decisions to discharge 25,000 elderly patients into care homes to 

free up hospital beds for patients who never came as well as severe 

and expensive struggles to procure and distribute personal protective 

equipment for healthcare workers.38

NOT A LACK OF FUNDING, A LACK OF 
FOCUS

It has been claimed, from the earliest days of the crisis, that “aus-

terity” left Britain ill-prepared to respond to Covid-19.39 “Cuts to 

the NHS, Social Care and public health have left a system unable to 

cope with this level of threat,” it has been asserted.40  Lacklustre state 

responses have also been linked to “privatisation, outsourcing and 

budget cuts”.41  Lee Jones and Shahar Hameiri blame the “neoliberal 

regulatory state,” that is, “privatisation [which has] hollowed out the 

state politically and bureaucratically, leading to it being rapidly over-

38  Sarah Knapton and Henry Bodkin, “PHE Warned in February against 
Discharges into Care Homes Where There Was Risk of Coronavirus 
Transmission,” The Telegraph (Telegraph Media Group, June 5, 2020), https://
www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2020/06/05/phe-warned-february-against-
discharges-care-homes-risk-coronavirus/.

39  Polly Toynbee, “Coronavirus Will Brutally Expose the Effect of a Decade 
of Public Service Cuts,” The Guardian (Guardian News and Media, March 
5, 2020), https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/mar/05/
coronavirus-epidemic-decade-austerity-public-services.

40  Kevin Gulliver, “Austerity Has Left the UK More Vulnerable to the 
Coronavirus Pandemic,” Left Foot Forward, March 16, 2020, https://
leftfootforward.org/2020/03/austerity-has-left-the-uk-more-vulnerable-to-
the-coronavirus-pandemic/.

41  Mariana Mazzucato and Giulio Quaggiotto, “The Big Failure of Small 
Government by Mariana Mazzucato & Giulio Quaggiotto,” Project Syndicate 
(Project Syndicate, May 19, 2020), https://www.project-syndicate.org/
commentary/small-governments-big-failure-covid19-by-mariana-mazzucato-
and-giulio-quaggiotto-2020-05?barrier=accesspaylog.
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whelmed by COVID-19.”42

But it is untrue that there has been a reduction in the size or scope 

of the state; if anything the state has aggressively expanded over the 

last few decades with gigantic quantities of regulatory interference 

in every field of life.43 Public health spending on infectious diseases 

had not been declining prior to Covid-19.44 Nor is there evidence 

that more public spending on healthcare is associated with better 

responses to the pandemic. 

‘Public health’ as a broad category has often been well-funded, but 

officials in many countries choose to not prioritise infectious dis-

ease control and develop appropriate processes. PHE was established 

in 2013 with its “primary duty...to protect the public from infec-

tious diseases”.45 The Institute of Economic Affairs’ Christopher 

Snowdon has noted that despite this duty, just 2% of public health 

budgets are put to infectious disease control. This increases to just 

13% after the inclusion of regular vaccination programmes. PHE 

focused expenditure, and their time and effort, on anti-obesity and 

anti-alcohol and tobacco control campaigns, all of which received 

substantially more funding. “If infectious disease prevention has 

42  Lee Jones and Shahar Hameiri, “COVID-19 and the failure of the neoliberal 
regulatory state,” Review of International Political Economy (Mar, 2021), 
https://doi.org/10.1089/omi.2020.0077.

43  Robin Ellison, “Ignorantia legis: How the growing red tape burden 
undermines the rule of law and economic prosperity,” (London, UK: Adam Smith 
Institute, April 9, 2021), https://www.adamsmith.org/research/ignorantia-legis

44  Christopher Snowdon, “Are Public Health Cuts to Blame for the UK’s 
Pandemic Response?: The Spectator,” The Spectator (The Spectator, May 7, 
2020), https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/are-public-health-cuts-to-blame-
for-the-uk-s-pandemic-response-.

45  https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/325522/PHE_Annual_Report_and_
Accounts_2013_to_2014.pdf

https://doi.org/10.1089/omi.2020.0077
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been under-funded in recent years, it is because money has been 

diverted towards such nanny state schemes,” Snowdon explains. 

Furthermore, many of the key failures – such as testing and tracing, 

sending Covid positive patients back to care homes and logistical 

difficulties with personal protective equipment – cannot be directly 

explained by earlier funding. These were tactical and strategic deci-

sions made at the time. 

Even if the United Kingdom had spent substantially more on health-

care in general, there is little reason to think it would have been 

directed to disease control. In fact, more broadly, there is no direct 

link between the level of healthcare funding and ability to respond 

to pandemics. Many countries that spend much less than the United 

Kingdom (9.8%) on healthcare – such as Singapore (4.5%), Taiwan (6.1 

%), Hong Kong (6.2%), and South Korea (7.3%) – responded far more 

swiftly and effectively. These countries meticulously planned after 

SARS in 2003, possessed small but agile bureaucracies, and took 

decisive early action.46 

Singaporean authorities, for example, were highly sceptical of 

China’s claims about a novel coronavirus at the start of 2020. 47 

As early as January 2nd 2020 – many weeks before China admit-

ted human-to-human transmission – the densely populated city-

state’s Ministry of Health developed a case definition and activated 

46  Matthew Lesh, “Smaller Countries That Spend Less on Healthcare Are 
Doing a Better Job than Britain,” The Telegraph (Telegraph Media Group, April 
12, 2020), https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/04/12/smaller-countries-
spend-less-healthcare-better-job-britain/.

47  Oppah Kuguyo, Andre Pascal Kengne, and Collet Dandara, “Singapore 
COVID-19 Pandemic Response as a Successful Model Framework for Low-
Resource Health Care Settings in Africa?,” OMICS: A Journal of Integrative 
Biology 24, no. 8 (June 16, 2020): pp. 470-478, https://doi.org/10.1089/
omi.2020.0077.
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a plan to identify every patient. All individuals presenting with 

symptoms were isolated, tested and, if found positive, their contacts 

traced using technology. Unlike Western authorities who focused 

on travellers—and thus missed local outbreaks—three-quarters 

of Singapore’s first 100 identified cases came from local transmis-

sion. Authorities also introduced border control measures, including 

screening arrivals from Wuhan from January 3rd. 

Singapore also has an early warning system, isolation facilities in 

hospitals, a 330-bed infectious disease management facility, trained 

healthcare staff and stockpiles of personal protective equipment, 

medications and vaccines. They have also undertaken simulation 

exercises and public education about handwashing, mask-wear-

ing and medical treatment. Singapore’s successful response came 

because of a focus on the challenge at hand by state authorities, not 

because of a large amount of state healthcare spending.  

It is also possible to contrast the UK’s first wave response to the 

likes of Austria, Germany and Switzerland, who all had dramatically 

lower Covid-19 deaths in the first half of 2020. This was because of 

relatively effective early contact tracing — linked to a flexible and 

decentralised system of governance that uses a mixed public-private 

approach to healthcare provision.48 These countries spend simi-

lar amounts on healthcare to the UK, however ultimately had much 

more effective governance responses than provided by Britain’s 

highly centralised systems.

48  Zachary Desson et al., “Europe’s Covid-19 Outliers: German, Austrian 
and Swiss Policy Responses during the Early Stages of the 2020 Pandemic,” 
Health Policy and Technology, The COVID-19 pandemic: Global health policy 
and technology responses in the making, 9, no. 4 (December 1, 2020): 405–18, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.hlpt.2020.09.003.
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THE RESPONSE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Covid-19 hugely transformed the economy. Business has always 

been largely dependent on physical human interactions: profes-

sional services in offices, food in restaurants and clothes in shops. 

Then, practically overnight, physical human interactions were shut 

down. Millions of office workers were instructed to work from home. 

Service businesses, such as restaurants, theatres and gyms, were 

forced to close. Despite existing technologies enabling online shop-

ping and delivery, video conferencing and distributed teams, the 

scale and speed of the change was unprecedented. And, to almost 

everyone’s surprise, it has largely worked. While the economy shrank 

substantially, it is extraordinary that most office workers could con-

tinue working. It is now expected to precipitate a broad change in how 

people live, work, and commute.49 

Meanwhile, many businesses changed how they operated. 

Wholesalers began selling directly to customers. Restaurants signed 

up for delivery services such as UberEats. Local shops delivered to 

the most vulnerable. Gyms offered remote classes using video con-

ferencing. Not to mention the use of video conferencing to keep fami-

lies and friends connected, online streaming services to keep people 

entertained and news websites to stay informed. While requirements 

for physical distancing were in place, people could remain socially 

connected using technologies that only appeared in science fiction a 

few short decades ago.50 Much of the business response was enabled 

49  Rory Sutherland and Matthew Lesh, “Will Covid Kill off the Office?,” The 
Spectator (The Spectator, June 20, 2020), https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/
will-covid-kill-off-the-office.

50  Kristian Niemietz, “What If the Coronavirus Had Hit Us 25 Years Ago?,” 
CapX (CapX, March 24, 2020), https://capx.co/what-if-the-coronavirus-had-
hit-us-25-years-ago/.
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by the removal of “Never Needed” regulations, such as withdrawing 

planning rules that prevented restaurants from offering takeaway at 

the start of the crisis.

Many elements of civil society were enabled by various technologies, 

such as community groups organising volunteers by street through 

WhatsApp groups and apps.51 This was supported by state-led organ-

ising efforts. In March 2020, the Health Secretary called for 250,000 

volunteers. Within five days recruitment had to be stopped after 

750,000 applications were received.52 There were also thousands of 

hyper-local mutual aid societies that provided on-the-ground sup-

port. The organisation of this volunteer effort also used private sec-

tor mobile app and web technologies.

There have been substantial concerns raised about ‘fragile supply 

chains’ and ‘just-in-time delivery’.53 Indeed, there was a substan-

tial global trade volume decline of approximately 13% in the first six 

months of 2020. There were supply chain shocks caused by the hin-

dering of production initially in the world’s manufacturing heart-

lands in East Asia and then subsequently in the US and Europe. 

There were also substantial supply chain issues as the global economy 

began to recover from the crisis in late 2021: lockdowns and loose 

monetary policy increased demand for goods while interrupting the 

normal operation of factories and shipping fleets.

51  Charlie Paice, “Crowding out Community,” Adam Smith Institute (Adam 
Smith Institute, July 2, 2020), https://www.adamsmith.org/blog/crowding-out-
community.

52  https://www.england.nhs.uk/participation/get-involved/volunteering/nhs-
volunteer-responders/ 

53  Henry Farrell and Abraham Newman, “This Is What the Future of 
Globalization Will Look Like,” Foreign Policy (Foreign Policy, July 4, 2020), 
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/07/04/this-is-what-the-future-of-
globalization-will-look-like/.
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In response, there have been calls to increase domestic production of 

goods to prevent potential future shortages and increase resilience.54 

Indeed, there may be a case for stockpiling of some essential goods 

– such as personal protective equipment. Additionally, many busi-

nesses are seeking to reduce their reliance on a single country for 

essential parts of their production process. The likes of Nike, Levi’s 

and Apple have, due to a mixture of labour costs and supply chain 

security, diversified supply chains away from China. Supply chain 

resilience is a continuous task of globally operating businesses. There 

may also be justification for selective decoupling from the likes of 

China in strategic areas vital to national security.55  These decisions 

are appropriately being made by various businesses in an increasingly 

complex global landscape based on what is most appropriate for their 

operations; the alternative, the state directing businesses on how to 

operate internationally, would ultimately lead to conformity and less 

security, as what works for one business doesn’t necessarily work for 

all.

The notion that Covid-19 justifies significant ‘onshoring’, ‘deglo-

balisation’ or economic decoupling is deeply flawed. Global 

trade enriches us by allowing for specialisation and innovation. 

Importantly, global trade also creates a diversity of supply chains that 

provides greater security and resilience. In sum, when domestic sup-

plies are low, or a chain fails, globalised trade provides more options 

and increases security. This was confirmed by a World Bank study 

54  See, for example, “The Biden Plan to Rebuild U.s. Supply Chains and Ensure 
the U.S. Does Not Face Future Shortages of Critical Equipment,” Joe Biden for 
President: Official Campaign Website, July 29, 2020, https://joebiden.com/
supplychains/#.

55  Howard J Shatz, “COVID-19 and Economic Competition with China and 
Russia,” War on the Rocks (War on the Rocks, August 31, 2020), https://
warontherocks.com/2020/08/covid-19-and-economic-competition-with-china-
and-russia/.
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of 28 exporting countries across the EU, United States and Japan.56 

The authors found that while global value chains increased vulnera-

bility to external shocks, it reduced vulnerability to domestic shocks. 

That is, they found that a disruption in domestic production, caused 

by lockdowns, was mitigated by the ability to import. (The authors 

also found remote working reduced the economic shock of the pan-

demic.) A separate study found that renationalisation of global supply 

chains does not increase resilience because it increases the vulnera-

bility from disruptions to domestic inputs. “In fact, trade can insu-

late a country imposing a stringent lockdown from the pandemic-

shock, as its foreign inputs are less disrupted than its domestic ones,” 

they write.57

Ultimately supply chains adapted to their new circumstances. For 

example, despite widespread concerns about shortages—most vis-

ible in toilet paper aisles at the start of the crisis—food supply chains 

proved extremely resilient under extreme stress.58 Initial shortages 

were caused by a mix of fear that led to some panic buying and stock-

piling, as well as the genuine greater need for groceries as people 

stopped eating out. Supermarkets rapidly responded. They increased 

production of some goods, reduced diversity to ensure continued 

supply, organised more deliveries to stores, employed additional staff 

to pack shelves, all while installing new protective measures such 

56  Alvaro Espitia et al., “Pandemic Trade: COVID-19, Remote Work and 
Global Value Chains,” The World Economy, accessed May 20, 2021, https://doi.
org/10.1111/twec.13117.

57  Barthélémy Bonadio et al., “Global Supply Chains in the Pandemic” 
(National Bureau of Economic Research, May 25, 2020), https://doi.
org/10.3386/w27224.

58  “Coronavirus: Supermarkets Ask Shoppers to Be ‘Considerate’ and Stop 
Stockpiling,” BBC News (BBC, March 15, 2020), https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
business-51883440.
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as distancing and screens around checkouts. They also introduced 

expanded home delivery and special shopping times for the vulner-

able and healthcare workers. Within weeks, shelves were refilled to 

pre-crisis levels. A similar dynamic, involving panic followed by 

increasing supply, drove temporary fuel shortages in September 

2021. People in developed countries have not starved, as was histor-

ically often the case in command-and-control economies during a 

time of crisis. 

Meanwhile, supporting the direct response to the pandemic, the 

private sector has been successfully used to expand hospital capac-

ity, develop and manufacture vaccines, implement testing and trac-

ing, and provide personal protective equipment. For example, in 

mid-March 2020 the UK Government called on manufacturers to 

urgently produce ventilators. Dozens of manufacturers immediately 

expressed interest, joining a call led by the Prime Minister.59 In the 

end over 5,000 companies put forward offers. The adaptiveness and 

creativity of these businesses, that included the likes of Formula 1 

teams McLaren and Mercedes, Dyson, Ford, and Siemens were on 

immediate display. The first ventilators were ready within just a few 

weeks, and many thousands more ventilators and breathing devices 

were delivered.60 The programme led to four new designs receiving 

regulatory approval and delivered 14,000 ventilators, 11,000 non-

invasive ventilators and almost 5,000 continuous positive airway 

59  “PM Call with UK’s Leading Manufacturers: 16 March 2020,” GOV.UK 
(GOV.UK, March 16, 2020), https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pm-call-
with-uks-leading-manufacturers-16-march-2020.

60  “First New Ventilators to Roll off Production Line This Weekend as 
Industry Answers Call to Step up Manufacturing,” GOV.UK (GOV.UK, March 
31, 2020), https://www.gov.uk/government/news/first-new-ventilators-to-
roll-off-production-line-this-weekend-as-industry-answers-call-to-step-up-
manufacturing.
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pressure (CPAP) machines.61 

Ultimately the level of demand for ventilators, as predicted by the 

epidemiological modelling, never eventuated and therefore many of 

the designs were never put into production.62 Nevertheless, the expe-

rience clearly shows the effectiveness of the private sector in rapidly 

responding to new circumstances. The process of designing, manu-

facturing and testing these devices that normally takes two years was 

compressed to just a few months. This perhaps tells a broader story: 

fast-tracked regulatory access can hugely speed up the process of 

innovation. 

61  “Ventilator Challenge Hailed a Success as UK Production Finishes,” GOV.
UK (GOV.UK, July 4, 2020), https://www.gov.uk/government/news/ventilator-
challenge-hailed-a-success-as-uk-production-finishes.

62  Rob Davies, “The inside Story of the UK’s NHS Coronavirus Ventilator 
Challenge,” The Guardian (Guardian News and Media, May 4, 2020), https://
www.theguardian.com/business/2020/may/04/the-inside-story-of-the-uks-
nhs-coronavirus-ventilator-challenge.
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2. A NEW 
ROLE OF THE 
STATE? 

It is now assumed that we need a new, larger role for the state after 

Covid-19. Many commentators and some governments want the state 

to support specific businesses to prevent them from failing, as well as 

using state handouts to centrally direct the recovery to achieve cer-

tain tangential goals. But this risks prolonging the economic crisis by 

keeping alive unproductive companies and business models, prevent-

ing the necessary adaptation to new circumstances. Furthermore, it 

risks creating more cronyism that undermines faith in governments 

and politicians. The larger the state, the stronger the incentive to buy 

benefits, to put effort into slicing the pie in your favour rather than 

putting in the effort to expand the pie. Cronyism has become an 

entrepreneurial activity, but one that reduces prosperity. We saw this 

on display during the crisis itself as many companies sought special 

state help. Overall, the bigger the state the less productive the econ-

omy and the lower the economic growth. After Covid-19, it will be 

necessary for the state to shrink, not grow, to allow the private sector 

to recover and deliver greater prosperity.
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THE POST-CRISIS DEBATE

Covid-19 has accelerated debates about the role of the state: with 

many calls for a more expansive role of government. This has been 

led by the so-called “Build Back Better” campaign.63 “It’s time for 

a new deal that protects public services, tackles inequality in our 

communities, provides secure well-paid jobs and creates a shock-

proof economy which can fight the climate crisis,” claims the cam-

paign backed by various advocacy groups and unions. Their demands 

include a shopping list of public spending on everything from food, 

healthcare and housing, to the environment and inequality. They 

also call for “restructur[ing] public and private finance” and fighting 

“global injustices, conflict, and environmental degradation”.64 Albeit 

without adopting this precise agenda, Prime Minister Boris Johnson 

has explicitly used the phrase “build back better” and called for a 

more expansive role of the state in the economy to help “level up” the 

economy.65

Proponents of a larger state in the recovery often point to how the pri-

vate sector was extensively supported by the state during the crisis. 

The pandemic and the associated economic lockdown were unprec-

edented. Practically no business could be expected to have the sub-

stantial cash reserves to facilitate a multi-month lockdown. Unlike 

in a usual recession, which can reveal businesses that are no longer 

63  “Build Back Better: The UK Coronavirus Recovery Campaign,” Build Back 
Better: The UK Coronavirus Recovery Campaign, accessed March 2021, https://
www.buildbackbetteruk.org/.

64  “What We Want,” Build Back Better: The UK Coronavirus Recovery 
Campaign, accessed March 2021, https://www.buildbackbetteruk.org/what-we-
want.

65  Boris Johnson, “PM Economy Speech: 30 June 2020,” GOV.UK (GOV.
UK, June 30, 2020), https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pm-economy-
speech-30-june-2020.
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profitable and therefore no longer needed, the inability to raise rev-

enue during the Covid-19 crisis was caused by exogenous factors to 

a businesses’ long-term sustainability. It was therefore appropriate 

for governments to step in temporarily, as an ‘insurer of last resort,’ 

to freeze the economy in place as much as practically possible.66 In 

practice, this included billions in employment subsidies, state-

backed loans and handouts. This was necessary to keep businesses 

afloat while social distancing requirements limited their operations 

and reduced revenues. To the extent to which this is effective, it pro-

tected the link between workers and their employers, saving millions 

of jobs and securing the viability of many businesses.

But, rather than seeing this as a temporary measure to keep the econ-

omy afloat, some want this to mark the beginning of a permanent 

shift. Economists Mariana Mazzucato and Antonio Andreoni claim 

governments should now be “positioning their economies for a more 

sustainable future” using state spending:

“The COVID-19 crisis and recession provides a unique opportu-

nity to rethink the role of the state, particularly its relationship with 

business… ensuring sustainable growth and a better relationship 

between workers and firms. If the crisis is not to go to waste, this 

must be part of the post-Covid-19 legacy.”67

66  Sam Bowman and Sam Dumitriu, “How the UK Economy Can Survive the 
Coronavirus,” The Entrepreneurs Network (The Entrepreneurs Network, March 
20, 2020), https://www.tenentrepreneurs.org/blog/coronavirusukeconomy.

67  Mariana Mazzucato and Antonio Andreoni, “No More Free-Lunch 
Bailouts,” Project Syndicate (Project Syndicate, June 25, 2020), https://www.
project-syndicate.org/commentary/conditional-bailouts-of-private-companies-
2020-crisis-by-mariana-mazzucato-and-antonio-andreoni-2020-06.
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But this confuses the active role for the state during a crisis with 

how to recover from the crisis. Covid-19 has caused immense eco-

nomic damage.68 The economy is not a machine that can be simply 

turned “on” and “off”. Nor can an economy be modified during its 

time “off” to create a new outcome when it is turned back “on”.69 

An economy is a complex system, dependent on billions of relation-

ships that were weakened by the lockdown. The closing of one-third 

of the economy has shut down thousands of businesses and cost hun-

dreds of thousands of jobs. It was also extremely costly to the nation’s 

balance sheet. It has added hundreds of billions to the national debt, 

potentially undermining future economic growth. It is not sustaina-

ble, nor would it be necessary or worthwhile, for the state to maintain 

its role over time. Rather, we now need private businesses to come 

back to life.70 

Recovering will not simply be a matter of returning activity to its pre-

cise position as of January 1st, 2020 – as much as people may have 

a yearning for the, now understood, ‘simpler time’. This world no 

longer exists. The experience of the pandemic, the shutdown, and the 

usual experience of economic flux make returning to a point in the 

past impossible. We now have different needs, have learnt new hab-

its, and many millions have been displaced from their workplaces. To 

unleash human flourishing will take more than a return to the past. 

68  Matthew Lesh, “Reopening Britain: The Economic Urgency,” Adam Smith 
Institute (Adam Smith Institute, April 16, 2020), https://www.adamsmith.org/
research/reopening-britain-the-economic-urgency.

69  Chris Berg, Darcy Allen, Sinclair Davidson, Aaron Lane, and Jason Potts, 
“Unfreeze: How to Create a High Growth Economy After the Pandemic Kindle 
Edition,” American Institute for Economic Research, 11 May 2020

70  Matthew Lesh, “Winning the Peace: How to Safely Unfreeze the Economy 
and Unleash British Enterprise,” Adam Smith Institute (Adam Smith Institute, 
May 20, 2020), https://www.adamsmith.org/research/winning-the-peace.
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It will mean businesses adapting successfully to their new circum-

stances. This must come with some acceptance of failure: many 

existing business models are unlikely to be sustainable after the pan-

demic due to permanent or semi-permanent behavioural changes. 

For example, it is likely that working from home will mean less need 

for city-centre sandwich shops and the discovery of suitable video 

conferencing technologies could reduce demand for aviation and 

long-distance rail.71

Recovery will be an organic, distributed economic process. It cannot, 

as Mazzucato and Andreoni suggest, be directed from atop to achieve 

certain new goals. The state’s role after the crisis is very different 

compared to during. It is simply impossible for the state to know in 

advance which ventures are worthwhile or how an economy should 

operate in future. Central plans have an unambiguous history of fail-

ure. We have the natural experiments of cutting a country in half and 

putting one under central planning and the other under market econ-

omies: West Germany and East Germany, North Korea and South 

Korea. 

The market process does not take place instantly. It will take time for 

businesses to adapt to circumstances, for individuals to build new 

skills and find employment in areas of growth. It will be painful and 

difficult at times, as supply chain shortages during the recovery have 

demonstrated. Nevertheless, the fundamental logic of how an econ-

omy can adapt to new circumstances, innovate and encourage entre-

preneurism has not changed. Nor have the damages of state bailouts 

— cronyism, loss of efficiency, and zombie companies — suddenly 

disappeared because of Covid-19.

71  Matt Clancy, “The Case for Remote Work” (London, UK: The Entrepreneurs 
Network, October 2020), https://www.tenentrepreneurs.org/research/the-
case-for-remote-work.
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THE CREATION OF SUBSIDY 
ENTREPRENEURS

Notably, Mazzucato and Andreoni welcome some bailouts but not 

others. They dislike that some other businesses have received tax-

payer funds despite being domiciled outside of the country provid-

ing the funds. Some others might hold the opposite opinion: that 

companies should not be discriminated against based on perfectly 

legal arrangements. This points to the inherent danger of state sup-

port of businesses: taxpayer support is selective and arbitrary. It is a 

matter of politics: a zero-sum process. A company normally survives 

because it provides a useful product that attracts customers. On the 

other hand, subsidies mean that companies which fulfil certain crite-

ria, like being in the ear of the minister or in a specific popular indus-

try, receive support. This means economic resources are allocated 

not where they are most needed but rather to favoured interests.

A particularly notable case of lobbying emerged from text messages 

exchanged between former Prime Minister David Cameron and sen-

ior government officials about Greensill Capital.72 Cameron sought 

access to the Government’s Corporate Covid Financing Facility for 

the besieged company by sending texts to Chancellor Rishi Sunak 

and Treasury ministers Jesse Norman and John Glen. Ultimately 

Cameron’s lobbying was unsuccessful and Greensill later collapsed. 

It also emerged that during Cameron’s time as prime minister finan-

cier Lex Greensill, the founder of Greensill Capital, held an unpaid 

advisory role in Number 10 to push for ‘supply chain finance’:  

effectively selling a product of his company from the centre of 

Government. This case of lobbying is relatively benign, as taxpayer 

cash was not ultimately used. Nevertheless, it does highlight how 

72  “Greensill: What is the David Cameron lobbying row about?,” BBC News 
(23 April, 2021), https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-56578838.
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those in positions of power use their networks to seek special bene-

fits for a particular company. Few are able to waste the time of sen-

ior officials during a time of crisis or lobbying for their product at the 

centre of governments.

Lobbying does not always fail. In July 2020, the UK Government 

led a $500 million (£400 million) bid to acquire OneWeb, a bankrupt 

satellite company, alongside India’s Bharti Global mobile operator. 

This was justified to make the “UK to be a pioneer in the research, 

development, manufacturing, and exploitation of novel satellite 

technologies”.73 The hope was that the company’s future satellites 

can be repurposed to serve as a replacement GPS and Galileo sat-

ellite navigation.74 However, this plan raises a huge technological 

risk. OneWeb uses low earth orbit satellites that are unlikely to ever 

provide accurate location signals, unlike the other satnav systems 

that use medium orbit. “The fundamental starting point is, yes, 

we’ve bought the wrong satellites,” warns Dr Bleddyn Bowen of the 

University of Leicester:

“What’s happened is that the very talented lobbyists at OneWeb 

have convinced the government that we can completely redesign 

some of the satellites to piggyback a navigation payload on it. It’s 

bolting an unproven technology on to a mega-constellation that’s 

73  “UK Government to Acquire Cutting-Edge Satellite Network,” GOV.
UK (GOV.UK, July 3, 2020), https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-
government-to-acquire-cutting-edge-satellite-network.

74  Jasper Jolly, “UK Buys £400m Stake in Bankrupt Satellite Rival to EU 
Galileo System,” The Guardian (Guardian News and Media, July 3, 2020), 
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/jul/03/uk-buys-stake-bankrupt-
oneweb-satellite-rival-eu-galileo-system.
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designed to do something else. It’s a tech and business gamble.”75

The purchase could also prove a financial disaster. The BBC’s sci-

ence correspondent, Jonathan Amos, pointed out that the “finan-

cial viability” of OneWeb has been seriously questioned.76 The then-

permanent secretary of the Department for Business, Energy and 

Industrial Strategy (BEIS), Sam Beckett, warned against the bid stat-

ing there are “there are significant downside risks”.77 The acquisi-

tion came at the last minute, without public consultation, after effec-

tive lobbying by OneWeb to senior ministers.78

The OneWeb case reveals how state interference in the economy 

works in practice: to buffer up selected companies, the chosen few 

who can lobby the loudest. These are inevitably companies that the 

private financers have decided are not viable companies. When pri-

vate investors pick a company they have ‘skin in the game’ and there-

fore assess the venture carefully. Politicians, who spend taxpay-

ers’ money, have no equivalent incentive to get it right. They suf-

fer no direct financial consequences if matters go terribly wrong. 

Importantly, if a private company goes bust the original investors lose 

out, if a state-funded venture goes bust it is the taxpayers. Economist 

Milton Friedman classically explained that you are less likely to 

75  Alex Hern, “‘We’ve Bought the Wrong Satellites’: UK Tech Gamble Baffles 
Experts,” The Guardian (Guardian News and Media, June 26, 2020), https://
www.theguardian.com/science/2020/jun/26/satellite-experts-oneweb-
investment-uk-galileo-brexit.

76  “OneWeb: Minister Overrode Warning about £400m Investment,” BBC 
News (BBC, July 22, 2020), https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-53506960.

77  “OneWeb: Minister Overrode Warning about £400m Investment,” BBC 
News (BBC, July 22, 2020), https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-53506960.

78  Matthew Field, “Britain Blasts off for a Bold New Space Adventure with 
OneWeb,” The Telegraph (Telegraph Media Group, July 4, 2020), https://
www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2020/07/04/britain-blasts-bold-new-space-
adventure-oneweb/.
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spend money well when you are spending other people’s money.79

It is notable that a firm like OneWeb, even with cheap finance as cen-

tral banks flood the market with cheap money, still depends on the 

taxpayer. The same goes for the likes of British Steel and FlyBe, a 

company that was bailed out in January only to go bankrupt at the 

start of March 2020.80 Or Celsa Steel, which received a special bail-

out in July 2020.81 This comes with costs. Not just the direct cost 

to the taxpayer, but also a broader loss of economic dynamism. If 

OneWeb did not receive taxpayer support and failed then that capi-

tal, both human and physical, could have been put to other more pro-

ductive uses. There are no-doubt many brilliant engineers at OneWeb 

who could be working more productively for other companies. The 

state interference, propping up a particular business, undermines the 

productive capacity of the economy by misdirecting resources. This 

is the unseen secondary cost of subsidies: what humanity has lost by 

redirecting resources.

The OneWeb investment is consistent with the view that the state has 

a role in picking certain innovative ventures.82 The UK Government 

79  Milton Friedman and Rose D. Friedman, Free to Choose: a Personal 
Statement (New York, New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1980).

80  Gwyn Topham, “Flybe: Airline Collapses Two Months after Government 
Announces Rescue,” The Guardian (Guardian News and Media, March 5, 2020), 
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/mar/05/flybe-collapses-two-
months-after-government-announces-rescue.

81  “Government Agrees Support Package to UK Steel Company,” GOV.UK 
(GOV.UK, July 2, 2020), https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-
agrees-support-package-to-uk-steel-company.

82  The Government’s so-called Project Birch, bailouts of British steel, and 
use of the British Business Bank are other examples. Also see James Forsyth, 
“Johnson Sees No-Deal as Better than Surrender,” The Times (The Times, 
September 3, 2020), https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/johnson-sees-no-
deal-as-better-than-surrender-t5sf30chw.
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has announced that, after Brexit, the UK will follow the WTO’s 

state aid rules and put in place domestic subsidy controls to prevent 

companies from playing off cities for tax breaks. The devil is in the 

detail. Former Business Secretary Alok Sharma committed to avoid 

1970s-style “picking winners and bailing out unsustainable com-

panies” while also stating that the UK would maintain flexibility to 

“intervene to protect jobs and to support new and emerging indus-

tries now and into the future”.83 No picking winners unless we want 

to pick winners.

This is despite the lack of empirical support that active industrial and 

innovation policies produce higher economic growth.84 An extensive 

study of government support in the UK for small to medium busi-

nesses, using four surveys between 1991 and 2004, concluded that 

“successful government intervention is difficult to make effective 

at realistic cost – benefit ratios.”85 That is because innovations tend 

to be developed in cut-throat competition with rival firms, includ-

ing both small and big firms, not because of a state subsidy.86 There 

is an “arms race” between companies to improve their processes and 

products to not fall behind and lose customers. This is bottom-up, 

with firms using their knowledge of local circumstances to develop 

83  “Government Sets out Plans for New Approach to Subsidy Control,” GOV.
UK (GOV.UK, September 9, 2020), https://www.gov.uk/government/news/
government-sets-out-plans-for-new-approach-to-subsidy-control.

84  Nils Karlson, Christian Sandström, and Karl Wennberg, “Bureaucrats 
or Markets in Innovation Policy? – a Critique of the Entrepreneurial State,” 
The Review of Austrian Economics 34, no. 1 (2020): pp. 81-95, https://doi.
org/10.1007/s11138-020-00508-7.

85  Robert Bennett, “SME Policy Support in Britain since the 1990s: What Have 
We Learnt?,” Environment and Planning C: Government and Policy 26, no. 2 
(January 1, 2008): pp. 375-397, https://doi.org/10.1068/c07118.

86  William J. Baumol, The Free-Market Innovation Machine: Analyzing the 
Growth Miracle of Capitalism (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University 
Press, 2004).
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new ideas that contribute to improving their products.87 

Nobel Prize-winning economist Paul Romer described how inno-

vation is an “endogenous” process: it comes from actors in the 

economic system rather than because of exogenous technologi-

cal change.88 “Technological advance comes from things that peo-

ple do,” Romer says. Businesses are constantly improving their pro-

cesses and products, and releasing new products, discovering mar-

kets and better suppliers. This contributes to broader ideas that 

improve production – and since ideas are nonrivalrous, these inno-

vations can be used by others (albeit limited by patents and copyright 

that provide for some temporary monopoly rent). This happens in a 

largely random and impossible to direct manner.89 

Consequently, innovation and productivity growth has very little to 

do with which firms the state happens to support. In fact, the oppo-

site can eventuate. The offer of support to firms by the state encour-

ages ‘rent seeking’: entrepreneurs put effort into seeking handouts 

rather than, let’s say, introducing a valuable new consumer product 

or finding cost savings in an industrial process.90 These rent seeking 

entrepreneurs may also spend their time campaigning for regulation 

that undermines their competitors – like the owner of a water-driven 

mill in the 12th century that won prohibitions against mills driven by 

87  David B. Audretsch, The Entrepreneurial Society (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2007).

88  Paul M Romer, “The Origins of Endogenous Growth,” Journal of Economic 
Perspectives 8, no. 1 (March 1, 1994): pp. 3-22, https://doi.org/10.1257/
jep.8.1.3.

89  Reference Ridley book

90  William J. Baumol, “Entrepreneurship: Productive, Unproductive, and 
Destructive,” Journal of Business Venturing 11, no. 1 (January 1, 1996): 3–22, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/0883-9026(94)00014-X.
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animals or humans.91 Rent seeking damages the economy since rather 

than expanding the economic pie these capable individuals instead 

spend their time extracting value from a static pie. 

Bureaucrats struggle to separate the truly deserving from these 

rent seekers. Firstly, because bureaucrats lack the expertise and the 

knowledge, which is dispersed among market actors, to determine 

what are the most productive ventures.92 Secondly, the political pro-

cess that decides who receives grants is inevitably influenced by lob-

bying, meaning picking favourites (like OneWeb) and not others inde-

pendent of the objective value of the businesses.93 The larger the state 

becomes and the more it becomes involved in directing the private 

sector, the worse the problem gets. American investor Joe Lonsdale 

has explained how “expansive modern government presents private 

corporations with thousands of new opportunities to twist the coer-

cive power of the state to favor their private interests.”94

So when the state offers handouts it leads to “subsidy entre-

preneurs,” according to academics Anders Gustafsson, Patrik 

Gustavsson Tingvall and Daniel Halvarsson: “highly productive 

entrepreneurs abstain from seeking grants, moderately productive 

firms allocate a share of their effort to grant seeking, and low-produc-

91  Jean Gimpel, “The Medieval Machine: the Industrial Revolution of the 
Middle Ages,” in The Medieval Machine: the Industrial Revolution of the Middle 
Ages, Reprint edition (New York: Penguin, 1978), pp. 25-26.

92  Friedrich Hayek, “The Use of Knowledge in Society,” Knowledge 
Management and Organisational Design, 1996, pp. 7-15, https://doi.
org/10.1016/b978-0-7506-9749-1.50005-3.

93  William A Niskanen, “Bureaucrats and Politicians,” The Journal of Law & 
Economics 18, no. 3 (1975): pp. 617-643.

94  Joe Lonsdale, “Capture the Flag,” Medium (8VC News, November 5, 
2019), https://medium.com/8vc-news/capture-the-flag-7b4abffdd5d3.
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tivity firms allocate most resources to seeking grants”.95 They find, 

using data from Sweden’s three largest grant distributing agencies, 

that less productive firms are the ones most likely to receive state 

handouts.96 This means that state handouts help keep unproductive 

businesses alive, lowering overall levels of prosperity.

If nothing else, there’s rarely consideration whether taxpayers are 

getting value for money from business subsidies. The National Audit 

Office (NAO) has been scathing of the UK Government’s handling 

of the £17 billion allocated to 107 business support schemes. They 

found, from a sample of ten schemes, that this spending “lacked 

measurable objectives from the outset or evaluations of their impact 

to know if they are providing the most value or if they should be 

discontinued.”97 None fulfilled all the basic requirements, consid-

ering the costs and benefits of alternative policy options, to justify 

setting up a scheme. None were correctly monitored. Six of the ten 

schemes analysed lacked even a stated objective, let alone an evalua-

tion of the costs and benefits. They also found many schemes were 

overallocated funds and had limited business interest. The NAO 

found one case of proper evaluation: Innovate UK’s flagship ‘Smart 

funding scheme’ which offers grants of up to £25 million for research 

and development to start-ups and SMEs. The evaluation of the 

‘Smart funding scheme’ concluded that there were no differences 

between businesses awarded funding and those not awarded fund-

95  Anders Gustafsson, Patrik Gustavsson Tingvall, and Daniel Halvarsson, 
“Subsidy Entrepreneurs: an Inquiry into Firms Seeking Public Grants,” Journal of 
Industry, Competition and Trade 20, no. 3 (November 21, 2019): pp. 439-478, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10842-019-00317-0.

96  Gustafsson, Tingvall, and Halvarsson.

97  “Business Support Schemes - National Audit Office (NAO) Report,” 
National Audit Office (National Audit Office, January 15, 2020), https://www.
nao.org.uk/report/business-support-schemes/.
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ing.98 (Nevertheless, the Government’s summary page of the evalu-

ation claims the scheme had impact, omitting the lack of difference 

between companies that did and did not receive funding.99) The sup-

port scheme continues despite the lack of value for taxpayers.

Overall the NAO concluded that, because of a lack of analysis, “the 

Department cannot know if its business support is providing value 

for money.” An earlier NAO analysis of venture capital support 

to small business also found a lack of clear objectives, poor finan-

cial management, and a lack of demonstration of value for mon-

ey.100 Similarly, the NAO concluded, in a separate report into the 

British Business Bank, which provides state-backed loans to small to 

medium businesses, that “there is limited information on the cost-

effectiveness of its activities”.101

The NAO has been similarly scathing of various pandemic-related 

procurement efforts. In the period between March 2020 and July 

2020, the Government issued 8,600 contracts worth £18 billion in 

98  https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/467204/Smart_Evaluation_-_Final_Final_
Report_7_October.pdf

99  “Smart Funding: Assessment of Impact and Evaluation of Processes,” 
GOV.UK (Innovate UK, October 13, 2015), https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/smart-funding-assessment-of-impact-and-evaluation-of-processes.

100  “Venture Capital Support to Small Businesses - National Audit Office 
(NAO) Report,” National Audit Office (National Audit Office, December 10, 
2009), https://www.nao.org.uk/report/venture-capital-support-to-small-
businesses/.

101  “British Business Bank - National Audit Office (NAO) Report,” National 
Audit Office, January 15, 2020, https://www.nao.org.uk/report/british-
business-bank/.
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response to the pandemic.102 Four-fifths of this was spent on personal 

protective equipment. The NAO found a scandalous lack of basic 

safeguards and brazen cronyism. They also identified a “high-prior-

ity lane” for leads referred by parliamentarians and government offi-

cials. Those who were referred in this lane were substantially more 

likely to be awarded a contract. Those in-the-know, the best con-

nected, and the loudest won advantages at public expense. There are 

various specific examples of companies with zero previous experi-

ence being awarded large contracts for products that turned out to be 

faulty, such as Ayanda Capital Limited who got paid £150 million for 

faulty masks.103

INFLATION AND ZOMBIE COMPANIES

The direct state support for specific businesses is not all that is caus-

ing economic distortions, creating vulnerabilities and undermining 

longer-run economic growth. Under the guise of smoothing markets, 

central banks have repeatedly responded to crises by lowering inter-

est rates and, when this was no longer possible, purchasing hundreds 

of billions of bonds in a process known as quantitative easing (QE). 

As discussed, state support as an ‘insurer of last resort’ against an 

unexpected pandemic was justified. This ensured companies that 

were otherwise productive did not collapse. Early in the crisis this 

was supported by central banks entering bond markets to ensure bor-

rowing costs remained low for governments and preventing a broader 

market crash. More generally, looser monetary policy during a reces-

102  “Investigation into government procurement during the COVID-19 
pandemic,” National Audit Office, November, 2020, https://www.nao.org.uk/
report/government-procurement-during-the-covid-19-pandemic/.

103  Billy Kenber, “Ministers waste £150m buying unusable masks from 
banker,” The Times, August 5, 2020, https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/
ministers-waste-150m-buying-unusable-masks-from-banker-5v8390xtp
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sion is an unobjectionable tool to limit economic damage.

This interference in financial markets, however, is not without down-

sides. Firstly, the loose monetary policy has no doubt contributed to 

substantial inflationary pressures.104 Despite much lower predictions 

by leading forecasters, UK inflation measured by the consumer price 

index reached 5.1% in November 2021, the highest in almost a dec-

ade. It is expected to keep rising in 2022.105 Wages have not risen any-

where near as much, leaving people worse off in real terms. 

Secondly, it has huge implications for inequality: asset owners are 

significant beneficiaries. This drives intergenerational inequality, 

that in turn feeds disillusionment with the free market system – the 

notion that the older, asset-rich are unfairly manipulating the value of 

their existing assets at the relative loss to the younger asset-free.106 It 

has been noted that despite the chaotic state of the broader economy 

during 2020, asset prices and the stock market remained high, likely 

because of “near zero” interest rates.107 An earlier study from the 

Bank of England about quantitative easing suggested that the top 5% 

of households hold 40% of the assets that have benefited from price 

rises.108

104  Philip Booth, “Beware of the return of inflation,” September 9, 2021, 
ConservativeHome, https://www.conservativehome.com/platform/2021/09/
philip-booth-beware-of-the-return-of-inflation.html

105  https://www.reuters.com/business/uk-medium-term-inflation-
expectations-joint-highest-since-2013-citiyougov-2021-12-14/

106  Joseph C. Sternberg, The Theft of a Decade: How the Baby Boomers Stole 
the Millennials’ Economic Future (New York: PublicAffairs, 2019).

107  https://www.theguardian.com/money/2020/sep/20/private-rents-
plunge-covid-19-decimates-lettings-market-workplace-space-gardens

108  Bank of England, “The distributional effects of asset purchases,” https://
www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/quarterly-bulletin/2012/the-
distributional-effects-of-asset-purchases.pdf
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Furthermore central bankers have likely been responsible for a mam-

moth misallocation of investment over recent decades, contributing 

to lower productivity and keeping unproductive companies alive. 

“Global monetary instability lures astonishing amounts of capital 

into speculative bets on exchange-rate movements and financial mar-

kets rather than productive capital equipment or research and devel-

opment for businesses,” Joseph Sternberg of the Wall Street Journal 

writes.109 This boosts the financial sector and unproductive indus-

tries at the cost of broader economic productivity. 

On a micro level, plentiful credit preserves the existence of larger 

and less productive companies that have direct access to low-cost 

bonds – undermining competitive pressures from new firms that are 

key to economic growth.110 This has been called the ‘zombie compa-

nies’ phenomenon. These are businesses that are incapable of mak-

ing enough profit to cover their debt for several years, but survive 

because of extremely low interest rates.111 They just keep borrowing, 

109  https://www.wsj.com/articles/why-the-economics-establishment-hates-
judy-shelton-11581638112

110  Ernest Liu, Atif Mian, and Amir Sufi, “Low Interest Rates, Market Power, 
and Productivity Growth,” Working Paper, Working Paper Series (National 
Bureau of Economic Research, January 2019), https://doi.org/10.3386/
w25505  Ryan A. Decker et al., “Declining Business Dynamism: Implications 
for Productivity?” (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institute, September 19, 
2016), https://www.brookings.edu/research/declining-business-dynamism-
implications-for-productivity/John Haltiwanger, “Job Creation and Firm 
Dynamics in the United States,” NBER, April 23, 2012, 17–38. https://static1.
squarespace.com/static/56eddde762cd9413e151ac92/t/573c96d927d4bdb05
c77408b/1463588572385/ASITradingDead.pdf

111  Ricardo J. Caballero, Takeo Hoshi, and Anil K. Kashyap, “Zombie Lending 
and Depressed Restructuring in Japan,” American Economic Review 98, no. 5 
(December 2008): 1943–77, https://doi.org/10.1257/aer.98.5.1943; Müge 
Adalet McGowan, Dan Andrews, and Valentine Millot, “The Walking Dead? 
Zombie Firms and Productivity Performance in OECD Countries,” Economic 
Policy 33, no. 96 (October 1, 2018): 685–736, https://doi.org/10.1093/epolic/
eiy012. 
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very cheaply, to stay alive. These companies provide limited returns 

and economic value, but prevent skilled individuals and capital being 

put to their best use, undermining dynamism, investment and pro-

ductivity.112 These companies have likely contributed to lacklustre 

productivity growth, depressing prices and increasing wages, dis-

couraging new entries and innovations. 

A 2017 study of OECD countries found that “a higher share of indus-

try capital sunk in zombie firms is associated with lower investment 

and employment growth of the typical non-zombie firm and less pro-

ductivity-enhancing capital reallocation.”113 There is evidence that 

zombie firms have contributed to Japan’s stagnation since the 1990s. 

A study that investigated industry and firm level data from Japan 

found that “productivity growth is low in industries reputed to have 

heavy concentrations of zombie firms”.114

A study by KPMG concluded, in May 2019, that 8% of private com-

panies in the United Kingdom showed zombie-like symptoms – with 

the most in the energy, automotive and utilities sectors.115 A study by 

BIS found the number of zombie firms experiencing an upward shift 

during downturns that does not fully reverse during recoveries, in 

no small part because of low interest rates. 116 The same study con-

112  Ryan Niladri Banerjee and Boris Hofmann, “The Rise of Zombie Firms: 
Causes and Consequences,” September 23, 2018, https://www.bis.org/publ/
qtrpdf/r_qt1809g.htm. 

113  Adalet McGowan, Andrews, and Millot, “The Walking Dead?” 

114  Alan G. Ahearne and Naoki Shinada, “Zombie Firms and Economic 
Stagnation in Japan,” International Economics and Economic Policy 2, no. 4 
(December 1, 2005): 363–81, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10368-005-0041-1. 

115  https://home.kpmg/uk/en/home/media/press-
releases/2019/05automobile,%20utilities%20and%20energy%20
sectorszombies-are-a-major-drag-on-the-uk-economy-kpmg-analysis.html

116  Banerjee and Hofmann, “The Rise of Zombie Firms.”
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firms zombie firms are less productive and crowd out investment and 

employment in more productive firms. 

There is evidence that zombie companies have only multiplied 

because of state support during Covid-19: allowed to fester by huge 

quantities of quantitative easing and state bailouts.117 There is evi-

dence of a lower rate of insolvency notices in April to June 2020 than 

in the previous year, after an uptick in March, indicating many firms 

are holding on that might not be viable in the longer run.118 One study 

suggested as many as one-in-twenty (4.3%) of firms were trading 

insolvent during the Covid-19 crisis and one-in-five firms could now 

be zombie companies.119 Former Governor of the Bank of England 

Mervyn King and monetary policy member Charles Goodhart have 

also warned that state support schemes during Covid-19 have led to 

zombie companies and misallocated resources.120 

117  David J. Lynch, “Here’s one more economic problem the government’s 
response to the virus has unleashed: Zombie firms,” June 23, 2020,  https://
www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/06/23/economy-debt-coronavirus-
zombie-firms/

118  Anna Khoo and Paul Bradshaw, “Coronavirus: Business rescue package has 
‘delayed the inevitable’,” BBC News, July 29, 2020,  https://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/uk-53417948 

119  Angus Groom, “Paying It Forward:  How to Stop Corporate Debt Killing 
off the Recovery” (London, UK: Onward, September 10, 2020), https://www.
ukonward.com/payingitforward/.

120  Tom Rees and Louis Ashworth, “Let ‘zombie’ Companies Collapse to 
Boost Growth, Says Mervyn King,” The Telegraph, April 12, 2021, https://www.
telegraph.co.uk/business/2021/04/12/let-zombie-companies-collapse-boost-
growth-says-mervyn-king/.
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BIG GOVERNMENT UNDERMINES 
ECONOMIC GROWTH

The zombie company phenomenon speaks to the broader danger that 

larger government undermines economic growth. Larger govern-

ments, that must be funded with higher taxes or more debt, crowd out 

productive private sector enterprises. They also distort incentives, 

as the previous section on subsidy entrepreneurs explained. A 2011 

working paper by researchers at the European Central Bank found a 

“significant negative effect” of larger government on per capita GDP 

growth in 108 countries over four decades.121 “Interestingly, govern-

ment consumption is consistently detrimental to output growth irre-

spective of the country sample considered (OECD, emerging and 

developing countries),” the authors conclude. They note the risk of 

state “monopolization of the allocation of resources and other impor-

tant economic decisions”.

Ruchir Sharma, an emerging market economist at Morgan Stanley, 

explains well-intentioned efforts have done longer term damage: 

“As governments stepped in to do whatever it took to eliminate 

recessions, downturns no longer purged the economy of inefficient 

companies, and recoveries have grown weaker and weaker, with 

lower productivity growth.” 122

The Royal Statistical Society has declared the United Kingdom’s 

121  Antonio Afonso and João Tovar Jalles, “Economic Performance 
and Government Size,” SSRN Scholarly Paper (Rochester, NY: Social 
Science Research Network, October 28, 2011), https://papers.ssrn.com/
abstract=1950570. 

122  Ruchir Sharma, “The Rescues Ruining Capitalism,” The Wall Street 
Journal, July 24, 2020,    http://wsj.com/articles/the-rescues-ruining-
capitalism-11595603720 
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statistic of the decade to be 0.3%: the average annual increase in UK 

productivity in the decade since the financial crisis.123 This marks 

the lowest annual increase in output since the early 1800s. Annual 

output, before the huge decrease caused by the Covid-19 pan-

demic, would be one-fifth higher if it grew at the pre-2008 trend. 

Historically economic growth was driven by technological inno-

vation: shaping the Industrial Revolution and British economic 

growth.124 Sharma focuses on the lack of appetite for risk-taking and 

failure, the ultimate driver of economic growth:

“Without entrepreneurial risk and creative destruction, capitalism 

doesn’t work. Disruption and regeneration, the heart of the system, 

grind to a halt. The deadwood never falls from the tree. The green 

shoots are nipped in the bud.”

Some of the well-intentioned Covid-19 support packages and mone-

tary stimulus are counterproductive: risking keeping alive firms that 

are no longer needed. It is necessary to clear out the dead wood so 

human efforts can be reallocated to its best use. Governments lack 

the ability to identify which firms can be turned around. While dur-

ing the Covid-19 crisis itself it was necessary to support some busi-

nesses, to put them on life support to weather the unexpected event, 

ultimately it will be the role for the private sector to decide which 

companies will survive. If the state steps in excessively it risks creat-

ing another lost decade of growth. 

123  “RSS announces Statistics of the Decade,” Royal Statistical Society, 
December 23, 2019,  https://www.statslife.org.uk/news/4398-rss-announces-
statistics-of-the-decade

124  Jakob B. Madsen, James B. Ang, and Rajabrata Banerjee, “Four Centuries 
of British Economic Growth: The Roles of Technology and Population,” Journal 
of Economic Growth 15, no. 4 (December 1, 2010): 263–90, https://doi.
org/10.1007/s10887-010-9057-7.
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3. A NEW 
ROLE FOR 
BUSINESS?

Not only do some want the state to be more involved in the affairs 

of business, some want business to be more involved in the affairs of 

state. There are demands for companies to be accountable to a variety 

of ‘stakeholders’ such as workers, communities and the environment, 

and thus take responsibility for issues like protecting the environ-

ment or social mobility. This fundamentally misunderstands the pur-

pose and structure of a business: which exists to pool the capital of 

shareholders, the owners, with the goal to maximise returns. These 

returns are ultimately directed towards individuals, who own the 

companies through their pension funds and investment accounts. It 

is corrupt for the managers of a company to use shareholders’ capital 

to undertake actions that reduce profit. More broadly, a willingness 

to surrender profit and reduce company size also hurts the stakehold-

ers, such as consumers who do not get good value and quality prod-

ucts, workers who are left with lower wages, suppliers who lose cus-

tomers and governments that have less tax revenue to spend on pub-

lic services. Businesses are also unlikely to succeed in responding 

to these broader political challenges, which often require collective 

action or cultural changes. Raising expectations and stepping out-

side their field of competence risks unintended consequences – leav-
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ing businesses failing to both deliver profits and failing to reach their 

lofty goals. This will cause claims of hypocrisy, raising cynicism and 

undermining broader support for the free market system. 

 WHO ARE “STAKEHOLDERS”? 

During the 2019 election campaign, the UK Labour Party proposed 

rewriting the Corporations Act to require businesses to prioritise 

the “long-term interests of employees, customers, the environment 

and the wider public, as well as shareholders”. Labour’s plans also 

included creating a “Companies Commission” to monitor compli-

ance – an extraordinary expansion of the state’s role in the activi-

ties of private companies.125 (Ironically, legal mandates can be coun-

terproductive. A recent study found that the UK’s 2012 decision to 

mandate greenhouse gas emissions disclosure reduced corporate 

social responsibility compared to other European firms.126) This 

came as part of broader calls for businesses to move from a focus on 

delivering value to shareholders—by maximising their profits—to a 

world where businesses are expected to take responsibility for a wide 

array of societal ills.

This has not just come from the traditional left. Conservative MP 

Danny Kruger has called for business to have a “purpose beyond 

125  Matthew Lesh, “Labour’s plan for power would destroy the fundamentals 
of for profit capitalism,” The Telegraph, November 21, 2019, https://www.
telegraph.co.uk/politics/2019/11/21/labours-plan-power-would-destroy-
fundamentals-for-profit-capitalism/

126 Jean-Etienne de Bettignies, Hua Fang Liu and David T. Robinson, 
“Corporate Social Responsibility and Imperfect Regulatory Oversight: Theory 
and Evidence from Greenhouse Gas Emissions Disclosures,” National Bureau 
of Economic Research, Working Paper 28159,(2020) https://www.nber.org/
papers/w28159  
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profit”.127 This is often put under the banner of demands for addi-

tional “corporate social responsibility”.128 Many businesses have 

signed up to this worldview. The Business Roundtable, the represent-

atives of major company CEOs in the United States, have updated 

their statement on corporate governance to move away from share-

holder primacy in favour of a “fundamental commitment to all of our 

stakeholders” including customers, employees, suppliers, communi-

ties, and then, only finally, providing “long-term value for sharehold-

ers”. Many individual businesses, ranging from BP to Unilever and 

Blackrock, have explicitly adopted this mantra. The World Economic 

Forum has also highlighted this issue as part of a supposed “Great 

Reset” post-Covid.

These arguments fundamentally misunderstand the nature of a cor-

poration. Companies are a legal construct that allow individuals to 

coordinate their behaviour to produce goods and services – limiting 

friction and achieving economies of scale.129 But firms also come with 

risks and costs. The firm is a principal-agent problem.130 The man-

agers are the agents, who may not always act in the best interests of 

the principal, the shareholders. Even at the best of times it is difficult 

and costly to ensure agents follow the instructions of their principals. 

There is always a danger that the agents misbehave (“shirk” from 

responsibility). Adam Smith, in the Wealth of Nations, warned about 

127  https://twitter.com/danny_ _kruger/status/1283679428703387648 

128  Roland Bénabou and Jean Tirole, “Individual and Corporate Social 
Responsibility,” Economica 77, no. 305 (2010): 1–19, https://doi.org/10.1111/
j.1468-0335.2009.00843.x. 

129  R. H. Coase, “The Nature of the Firm,” Economica 4, no. 16 (1937): 386–
405, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-0335.1937.tb00002.x. 

130  Michael C. Jensen and William H. Meckling, “Theory of the Firm: 
Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure,” Journal 
of Financial Economics 3, no. 4 (October 1, 1976): 305–60, https://doi.
org/10.1016/0304-405X(76)90026-X. 
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the dangers of separating management and ownership of companies: 

“The directors of such [joint-stock] companies, however, being the 

managers rather of other people’s money than of their own, it can-

not well be expected, that they should watch over it with the same 

anxious vigilance with which the partners in a private copartnery 

frequently watch over their own.... Negligence and profusion, there-

fore, must always prevail, more or less, in the management of the 

affairs of such a company.” 

Typically, a principal-agent problem is resolved by creating incen-

tives for compliance and monitoring. In the case of companies the 

principals (shareholders) scrutinise their agents (management) by 

appointing a board of directors for oversight and introducing share-

based compensation to align incentives. 

“Stakeholder capitalism” is a recipe for principal-agent calamity. It 

actively encourages the agent to shirk. Managers are instructed to 

be accountable to a broad set of individuals, the ‘stakeholders’. But 

a manager accountable to everyone is practically accountable to 

nobody. 

The ‘environment’ or ‘racial justice’ cannot scrutinise actions of a 

corporate executive. Crucially, there is no definition for what “stake-

holders” should be involved, with one analysis identifying 593 dif-

ferent interpretations.131  Therefore, in practice, stakeholder capital-

ism allows managers to shirk from all responsibilities to their original 

principal, the owner of the capital. It allows corporate executives to 

131  Samantha Miles, “Stakeholder Theory Classification, Definitions 
and Essential Contestabilty,” Oxford Brookes University, https://radar.
brookes.ac.uk/radar/file/ce737d15-ae2e-420e-8e4c-4f9daaa450dd/1/
Stakeholder%20Theory%20Classification%20Definitions%20and%20
Essential%20Contestability.pdf 
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squander business resources—money that is not their own—on per-

sonal hobby horses.132 It is unjust to its core: demoting the priorities of 

the actual owners of a business, who have put their capital at risk, in 

favour of some other goal.

In response to these arguments, Joseph L. Bower and Lynn S. Paine 

have described shareholder capitalism as “legally confused” and 

claim shareholders are protected by limited liability and have no legal 

responsibility for a company’s misdeeds. They are claim they are too 

physically and psychologically distant from a company to really care: 

“That is to say, public company shareholders have few incentives to 

consider, and are not generally viewed as responsible for, the effects 

of the actions they favor on the corporation, other parties, or society 

more broadly.”133 

But this misses the point entirely: shareholders have financial liabil-

ity for a company’s failure or success. They have direct skin in the 

game. Stakeholders do not. Nobel Prize-winning Milton Friedman 

explained how corporate executives are employees of the owners of a 

business, the shareholders, and therefore must conduct business with 

their desires:

“...there is one and only one social responsibility of business—to use 

its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits 

so long as it stays within the rules of the game, which is to say, en-

gages in open and free competition, without deception or fraud.”

132  Samuel Gregg, “Why America Needs Shareholder Capitalism,”Public 
Discourse, November 19, 2020, https://www.thepublicdiscourse.
com/2020/11/72656/ 

133  Sarah Cliffe, “The CEO View: Defending a Good Company from Bad 
Investors,” Harvard Business Review, May-June 2017:61-63, https://hbr.
org/2017/05/managing-for-the-long-term
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Importantly, this is not ethics free, nor does it mean providing faulty 

products, not training workers, or under investing in research and 

development.134 These activities are damaging for a business that 

wants to ensure a good return on investment. Businesses must act 

within the law, they must treat their staff, customers and suppliers 

well or risk business failure. They must provide products that are 

of a high quality and value, as well as good customer service and a 

wide selection to fulfil consumer wants. Friedman describes this as 

the goal to “make as much money as possible while conforming to 

the basic rules of the society, both those embodied in law and those 

embodied in ethical custom”.

Nor does it simply mean maximising short-term value. In fact, in 

many cases, investors are willing to and do accept low returns in the 

short-term because of the promise of later returns. A share price rep-

resents the future expected value of a company. Investors in many 

companies, such as Amazon, Tesla, and Uber, have accepted low or 

negative returns in the hope of future profits from innovative activi-

ties. Meanwhile, venture capitalists (VCs) provide substantial spec-

ulative funding to start-ups and emerging companies that have high 

growth potential – that is, they take substantial risks, many of which 

do not pay off, in the hope of longer-run returns. This enables greater 

competition, innovations and new technologies and the testing of 

new business models. 

134  Marc Goedhart, Tim Koller, and David Wessels, “The real business of 
business,” MicKinsey & Company, March 1, 2015 https://www.mckinsey.com/
business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/the-real-
business-of-business#
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Shareholder capitalism has also been criticised for putting compa-

nies under pressure from “activist shareholder attack”.135 Former 

US presidential candidate Senator Elizabeth Warren has even called 

for a “pause on exploitative corporate takeovers and private equity 

activity”.136 Warren has already gotten her wish: there was a substan-

tial slowdown in merger and acquisition activity at the start of the 

Covid-19 crisis.137 But this is a disastrous indicator. During an eco-

nomic downturn, private equity serves an important function in pro-

viding capital to struggling businesses and injecting an entrepreneur-

ial spirit, and putting operations back on a profitable path.138 Private 

capital has provided billions to the likes of Expedia, United Airlines 

and Airbnb, ensuring the companies can survive.139 More broadly, 

activist shareholders provide an important check on managers who 

are shirking from their responsibilities by providing greater account-

ability for their decision making. 

135  Sarah Cliffe, “The CEO View: Defending a Good Company from Bad 
Investors,” Harvard Business Review, May - June 2017: 61-63,:https://hbr.
org/2017/05/managing-for-the-long-term#the-error-at-the-heart-of-
corporate-leadership

136  Elizabeth Warren, “Congress Needs a Plan to Confront the Coronavirus. 
I Have One.” The New York Times, April 8, 2020, https://www.nytimes.
com/2020/04/08/opinion/coronavirus-congress-warren.html 

137 Brooke Masters, “Looking for M&A deals is risky now for both buyers 
and sellers,” Financial Times, April 22, 2020,  https://www.ft.com/content/
f2d5fe22-82de-11ea-b555-37a289098206

138  Jon Gray, “Don’t handcuff private capital in this crisis,” Financial Times, 
April 28, 2020, https://www.ft.com/content/59489f7a-8929-11ea-a109-
483c62d17528

139  Miles Kruppa and David Lee, “Airbnb raises $1bn from new investors,” 
Financial Times, April 6, 2020, https://www.ft.com/content/bc26db3c-34dd-
4ba9-bf0b-2ef422bfd3b6; https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/
united-airlines-to-raise-more-than-1-bln-in-public-offering-1029114790 
“Expedia raises $3.2bn of fresh capital in fight to survive, “Financial Times, 
23 April, 2020 https://www.ft.com/content/112c68ea-756a-4e72-ac6c-
5d22aa7b7f6f
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NOT SO CHEAP SIGNALLING

In 1995, the Malden Mills clothing factory burned down. In response, 

owner Aaron Feuerstein not only rebuilt the factory but also used 

company cash to continue paying the full salaries of 3,000 employ-

ees for six months at a cost of $25 million. Feuerstein was widely cel-

ebrated for the decision to act in a responsible manner.140 But this 

was not costless: shortly thereafter Malden Mills went bankrupt, 

and ultimately ceased operations, leaving substantial unfunded pen-

sion contributions.141 Malden Mills, at the time, was a private com-

pany and Feuerstein was well within his rights to use his money in 

whatever way he chose. But the ultimate decision to prioritise imme-

diate higher salaries undermined the entire enterprise, in the end the 

‘stakeholders’ were left out to dry by the failure of the business.

In 2019, Dutch airline KLM’s ‘Fly Responsibly’ advertising cam-

paign called for its customers to fly less in response to environmen-

tal concerns.142 “What can you do, in addition to carefully consider-

ing your travel plans?” KLM chief executive Pieter Elbers asked in 

an open letter. Meanwhile, Lufthansa CEO Carsten Spohr called 

budget airline travel “economically, ecologically and politically irre-

sponsible” (a quite explicit attempt to undermine Lufthansa’s com-

140  “ Aaron Fueurstein,” Columbia Business School, 2021 https://www8.gsb.
columbia.edu/leadership/speakerseries/botwinick/feuerstein

141  Bloomberg News,  “Malden Mills Returns to Bankruptcy, New York Times, 
January 11, 2007, ”https://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/11/business/11mills.
html https://web.archive.org/web/20090814053509/http://pbgc.gov/media/
news-archive/news-releases/2007/pr07-28.html

142  Matthew Lynn, “The airline industry’s war with itself won’t end well,” The 
Telegraph,  July 15, 2019, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2019/07/15/
airline-industrys-war-wont-end/
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petitors using the cloak of environmental responsibility).143 If these 

corporate executives had their way—and people stopped travelling 

by plane—KLM and Lufthansa would cease to exist. This would not 

only reduce shareholder returns to zero, but also serve their stake-

holders badly by reducing consumer choice, undermining the broader 

tourism industry, reducing employee wages to zero, and lead to less 

tax revenue for governments. Neither shareholders, nor stakehold-

ers, benefit from these airlines signalling that their businesses are 

immoral. Ironically, in 2020 people did stop flying and many airlines 

came to the verge of collapse. Few in the airline industry celebrated.

It is a similar story for BP, formally British Petroleum, who have 

now committed to Net Zero emissions by 2050. “The world’s car-

bon budget is finite and running out fast; we need a rapid transition 

to net zero,” BP CEO Bernard Looney said, “We all want energy 

that is reliable and affordable, but that is no longer enough.”144 This 

messaging undermines the moral good provided by cheap electricity, 

particularly to millions in the developing world whose lives are short-

ened by the need to burn polluting biomass in their homes for light 

and cooking.145  It also ignores that if BP stops drilling for the likes of 

oil, the task will be taken up by other companies that are likely to be 

less efficient, pollute more heavily and treat workers less humanely. 

Again, neither shareholders nor potential stakeholders are benefiting 

by BP taking a stand against their core business. 

143  Helen Coffey,“Lufthansa CEO calls low-cost flights ‘economically 
ecologically and politically irresponsible,’’ Independent, July 15, 2020, https://
www.independent.co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/lufthansa-ceo-low-cost-
flights-cheap-air-travel-carsten-spohr-environmental-a9005111.html

144  “BP sets ambition for net zero by 2050, fundamentally changing 
organisation to deliver”, BP, February 12, 2020, https://www.bp.com/en/global/
corporate/news-and-insights/press-releases/bernard-looney-announces-new-
ambition-for-bp.html

145  Alex Epstein, Moral Case For Fossil Fuels (New York: Portfolio, 2014).
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This is complicated by a new reputational game. For many busi-

nesses, ‘corporate social responsibility’ is a type of low-cost virtue 

signalling that appears, at least at first, to create value for sharehold-

ers.146 Advertising has, for many decades, sought to associate brands 

with a way of life. This is increasingly taking a political dimension. 

To attract customers, and endear loyalty, many brands feel a need 

to associate with popular social movements: hence the widespread 

adoption of the “Black Lives Matter” slogan by companies includ-

ing Nike, Twitter and Citigroup. This has been described as a form 

of “values and identity-driven targeted marketing”. 147 A clear major-

ity (64%) claim to be belief driven buyers, that is they will choose, 

switch, avoid and boycott a brand based on societal issues.148 (That 

said, the first priority of customers is customer experience, qual-

ity and price.149) Meanwhile, employees increasingly expect their 

employers to act in a certain manner, making signalling responsibil-

ity a necessity to attract talented employees.150  This could even make 

businesses more profitable: three-quarters of millennials have said 

146 Nick O’Donohue, “What is the true business of business?”, World Economic 
Forum,  February 25, 2016, https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/02/the-
business-of-business-is-what/ 

147  Tiffany Hsu, “Corporate Voices Get Behind ‘Black Lives Matter’ Cause,” 
New York Times, May 31, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/31/
business/media/companies-marketing-black-lives-matter-george-floyd.html

148  “Edelman Trust Barometer 2020”, Edelman, 2020 https://www.edelman.
com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2020-01/2020%20Edelman%20Trust%20
Barometer%20Global%20Report_LIVE.pdf

149  Tom Puthiyamadam and Joseé Reyes, “Experience is everything: Here’s 
how to get it right,” PWC, 2018 https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/
consulting/library/consumer-intelligence-series/future-of-customer-experience.
html 

150  Daniel W. Greening, Daniel B. Greening, “Corporate Social Performance 
As a Competitive Advantage in Attracting a Quality Workforce,”Business and 
Society 39, no. 3 (September 2000): 254-80, https://journals.sagepub.com/
doi/10.1177/000765030003900302 https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=645741 
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they would accept lower pay to work for a company they perceive to 

be socially responsible.151 If making a certain claim about the purpose 

of a company helps attract customers and employee talent to some 

extent, then it may be necessary for modern businesses. Making cer-

tain claims may even reduce the cost of doing business in the short 

run.

Nevertheless, this line of reasoning may not prove particularly accu-

rate. Firstly, businesses that take on a particular political perspec-

tive may in fact alienate those with a different perspective, thereby 

limiting their potential for customers and profit to a small subset of 

individuals. There is growing concern in the advertising industry, 

for example, that campaigns targeted at progressive left sensitivi-

ties about race, the environment and gender are failing to persuade 

broader audiences uninterested in politics. An analysis of the emo-

tional response of audiences, undertaken by System 1, found audi-

ences unmoved by “purpose-driven” advertising.152 Meanwhile, a 

survey of the British public found that 70% would prefer businesses 

communicate about how they treat their employees and improving 

services rather than focusing on ESG (Environmental, Social, and 

151  Whitney Dailey, “Three-Quarters of Millennials Would Take a Pay Cut to 
Work for a Socially Responsible Company, According to the Research from Cone 
Communications,” CONE,November 2, 2016, https://www.conecomm.com/
news-blog/2016-cone-communications-millennial-employee-engagement-
study-press-release also see Jean-Etienne de Bettignies, Hua Fang Liu and 
David T. Robinson,“Corporate Social Responsibility and Imperfect Regulatory 
Oversight: Theory and Evidence From Greenhouse Gas Emmissions Disclosures,” 
National Bureau of Economic Research, working paper 28159, (December 
2020), https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w28159/w28159.
pdf 

152  Samantha Downes, “Unilever: shares fall after fund manager accuses 
it of ‘losing the plot’ over sustainability” i News, January 22, 2022, https://
inews.co.uk/news/business/unilever-shares-fall-fund-manager-losing-plot-
sustainability-1396745
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Governance) issues.153

Secondly, there is not strong evidence that going “woke” actually 

improves the business outcomes. Vincent Harinam, a PhD student 

at the University of Cambridge, concluded, based on analysis of a 

number of companies, that “woke corporate policies do little to pos-

itively or negatively impact a company’s bottom line”.154 There are 

also growing concerns that it is having a negative impact. Shareholder 

Terry Smith has complained that Unilever’s corporate social respon-

sibility efforts have resulted in worse outcomes. “Unilever seems to 

be labouring under the weight of a management which is obsessed 

with publicly displaying sustainability credentials at the expense of 

focusing on the fundamentals of the business,” Smith warned.155

Thirdly, as many companies in the United States are finding, it can 

be highly distracting for staff and create internal divisions within a 

company to focus on divisive political issues like race. This under-

mines the company, or as one software engineer explained, “The 

Slack ****, the company-wide emails, it definitely spills out into real 

life, and it’s a huge productivity drag.”156 The divisiveness explains 

why companies, such as Basecamp, have begun banning political chat 

153  https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/out-of-touch-companies-should-
focus-first-on-customers-and-staff-survey-finds-cm33kcqq9

154  Ian Burrell, “‘Purpose-driven’ ads may impress execs in adland – but they 
leave viewers distinctly unmoved,” i News, August 15, 2021, https://quillette.
com/2020/07/21/is-woke-capitalism-profitable/

155   https://inews.co.uk/news/business/unilever-shares-fall-fund-manager-
losing-plot-sustainability-1396745

156  Peter Savodnik, Silicon Valley’s ‘Mission Protocol’ Revolution Is 
Beginning to Attain Critical Mass, Quillette, June 11, 2021, https://quillette.
com/2021/06/11/silicon-valleys-mission-protocol-revolution-is-beginning-to-
attain-critical-mass/ 
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on work communications platforms.157 

It may, however, have l unintended longer-term consequences – dam-

aging both the companies and the idea of private enterprise. Just 

like Malden Mills went bankrupt after Feuerstein’s supposedly self-

less act, corporate virtue signalling risks bankrupting capitalism. 

The higher level of expectation on businesses is creating a mine-

field of unreachable expectations. Once a business starts to engage 

in some form of political activism, with the aim to signal its benign 

commitment to some social cause, there is no end. It can keep being 

dragged into additional and more controversial issues in future. The 

Wall Street Journal’s Joseph Sternberg has noted we are entering the 

“hyperinflation stage” of moral outrage as a social currency.158 

There is already growing cynicism around corporate signalling, from 

across the political spectrum.159 New York Times columnist Ross 

Douthat, who coined the term ‘Woke Capitalism’ in 2018, warns 

that corporate social activism “increasingly exists to protect the self-

interest and the stinginess”.160 Douthat argues companies are seek-

ing to distract from poor treatment of their workers by presenting a 

culturally progressive agenda. It is also inevitably ridiculed with con-

tradictions, Douthat explains. The NBA declares that ‘black lives 

157  https://reason.com/2021/04/28/basecamp-becomes-the-latest-tech-
company-to-ban-talking-politics-at-work/

158 Joseph C. Sternberg, “A Wheelbarrow Full of Outrage,” Wall Street 
Journal, June 18, 2020, https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-wheelbarrow-full-of-
outrage-11592500857

159  See on the right: Matthew Continetti, “ Woke capitalism is a sign of things 
to come,” November 16, 2019, https://www.aei.org/articles/woke-capitalism-
is-a-sign-of-things-to-come/ 

160  Ross Douthat, “The Rise of Woke Capital,” The New York Times, February 
28, 2018,https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/28/opinion/corporate-america-
activism.html
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matter’ while censoring criticism of Hong Kong. HSBC sponsors 

Birmingham Pride while turning a blind eye to China’s human rights 

record, in fact, taking strong pro-Beijing stances. Apple takes strong 

stances in favour of same-sex marriage but continues to closely oper-

ate in many parts of the world that do not respect gay rights.

It can go terribly wrong. Political scientist Yascha Mounk explains 

how many businesses have become more interested in “signal-

ing their good intentions than punishing actual culprits” when 

it comes to addressing racism.161 Mounk explains the story of 

Emmanuel Cafferty: an employee of a gas and electricity company 

in San Diego who lost his job after being recorded doing an “okay” 

hand gesture associated with the far-right. Cafferty, who has both 

Irish and Mexican ancestors, had no idea of the gesture’s meaning. 

Nevertheless, he was sacked after online pressure on the company. 

To be ‘woke,’ a company has not only lost a perfectly loyal employee 

but there has been a fundamental miscarriage of justice. 

AN EXPENSIVE LUXURY 

Commentator Helen Lewis has spoken of the “iron law of woke capi-

talism”: “Brands will gravitate toward low-cost, high-noise signals as 

a substitute for genuine reform, to ensure their survival”.162 But while 

it may appear to be low-cost at first, it has longer term consequences. 

Companies were never designed to be political actors. The taking of 

more extreme positions risks alienating both employees and consum-

ers – all without having much actual impact. It also risks the charge of 

161  Yascha Mounk, “Stop Firing the Innocent,” The Atlantic, July 14, 2020, 
http://theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/06/stop-firing-innocent/613615/ 

162  Helen Lewis, “How Capitalism Drives Cancel Culture,” The Atlantic, July 
14 2020,  https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2020/07/cancel-
culture-and-problem-woke-capitalism/614086/ 
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hypocrisy. 

It is necessary to consider whether companies can even achieve the 

goals they are claiming to support. Even if businesspeople have the 

best of intentions, it is likely they lack the ability or skills to pursue 

social improvement. It could be both beyond their expertise and abili-

ties, and a detriment. If BP stops generating emissions, and KLM 

stops flying, it is likely to have a practically non-existent effect on 

climate change. Climate change is a collective action problem that 

requires a broad reduction in emissions across the world over time. 

While companies emit, they are doing so on behalf of individuals 

who demand certain products. A single company that is likely to have 

its operations replaced by another company if they stop emitting, is 

likely to have limited effect. Accordingly, if we are to make progress 

on certain issues—such as tackling climate change or increasing 

racial equality—these are most appropriately matters for the demo-

cratic political realm.163 There are plenty of known policy solutions, 

like a carbon tax, that can address negative externalities without busi-

nesses needing to arbitrarily cease their operations.

Companies depend upon the free market system for their exist-

ence, and they are damaging that very system. Businesses can only 

exist in a society where it is broadly accepted, if not celebrated, that 

profit making is a legitimate goal. When businesses endorse the 

idea that profit making is immoral they are shooting themselves in 

the foot. They are then stabbing themselves in the face by claiming 

they can achieve broader policy goals, like racial justice or environ-

mental protection. This undermines both their reason for existence 

and sets unachievable expectations. In the end, the fragile basis on 

163  Vivek Ramaswamy, “The ‘Stakeholders’ vs. the People,” Wall Street 
Journal, February 12, 2020, https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-stakeholders-vs-
the-people-11581552372 
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which our prosperity depends—economic freedom—is undermined. 

“Businessmen who talk this way are unwitting puppets of the intel-

lectual forces that have been undermining the basis of a free society 

these past decades,” Milton Friedman warned.

Businesses must stop the self-defeating activity of advertising the 

idea that their core activities are immoral. They could instead explain 

the substantial social benefits of their activities: useful products to 

customers, food on the table for their employees and suppliers, and 

paying taxes to fund public services. As Samuel Gregg of the Acton 

Institute explains:

“By maximizing shareholder value, businesses increase the total 

material wealth in society, and thereby enlarge its economic re-

sources. Those resources are needed by societies if they are to realize 

goods such as health care, education, and employment.”164

Business is morally righteous, and it is about time that businesses 

make this argument to ensure their own survival. Additionally, many 

of their activities—such as improving efficiency by using less phys-

ical resources—have other positive externalities like reducing envi-

ronmental impact.165  The alternative, downgrading profit maximi-

sation, would mean losing all the benefits of productive businesses, 

leaving everyone worse off.

164 Samuel Gregg, “Why America Needs Shareholder Capitalism,” 
Public Discourse, November 19, 2020, https://www.thepublicdiscourse.
com/2020/11/72656/

165  Sheila Bonini, Timothy M. Koller, and Philip H. Mirvis, “Valuing social 
responsibility programs, “Valuing social responsibility programs,” McKinsey 
& Company July 1, 2009, https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/
strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/valuing-social-responsibility-
programs
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The provision of profit to shareholders is also in itself good. It is often 

forgotten that the vast majority of people are shareholders through 

pension funds, and others through investment accounts. Profits do 

not disappear from the economy, they can be spent on the associated 

consumption or on investment in other ventures, which in turn cre-

ates more jobs, boosts wages and, again, profits that circle back in a 

virtuous cycle.

Businesses could argue that pursuing profit does not hurt stakehold-

ers – stakeholders versus shareholders is simply a false dichotomy. 

A company that invests in research and development, considers its 

long term returns, ensures its workers are well-paid and trained, is 

kind to its suppliers, produces more using less resources, as well as 

pays its taxes to support public goods, is also a profitable company.166 

The problem arises when businesses in the pursuit of pleasing their 

“stakeholders’’ ignore the shareholders, and in the end, provide little 

value for all parties. Less profit, fewer jobs and more expensive prod-

ucts are good for neither stakeholders nor shareholders. An unprofit-

able company for shareholders cannot do much for stakeholders.

Andreas Nilsson and David T. Robinson argue that businesses pur-

sue social goals when “competition for investment dollars requires 

for-profit corporations to produce below the maximal level of finan-

cial return” to entice investors. Some may be willing to make this 

trade off during an economic boom. However, during a historically 

large recession with millions becoming unemployed, it may very well 

be immoral for businesses to pursue those “social goals”. If, in the 

pursuit of non-financial goals, they are sacrificing the viability of the 

166  Shivaram Rajogopal, “False Dichotomy Between Stakeholder And 
Shareholder Capitalism: The Cautionary Tale Of Unilever And The 
Netherlands,” Forbes, September 14, 2020, https://www.forbes.com/sites/
shivaramrajgopal/2020/09/14/false-dichotomy-between-stakeholder-and-
shareholder-capitalism-the-cautionary-tale-of-unilever-and-the-netherlands
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business it will lead to an increase in the cost of their product for con-

sumers and reduce the number of people they employ. 

Therefore, appeals to “stakeholder capitalism” were a luxury during 

a time of economic growth that may no longer be affordable. As we 

try to recover from the Covid-19 economic recession, we need busi-

nesses to get back to their core mission: making profits by providing 

valuable products, creating jobs, stimulating economic growth and 

paying taxes to fund public services. A business that is not making a 

profit is providing no value to its consumers or to its shareholders. It 

cannot sustain itself. Ultimately, businesses have a responsibility to 

create value and deliver products.

The costs to a company of not focusing on delivering on their core 

mission is becoming increasingly apparent. Peter Savodnik, a Los 

Angeles-based journalist, has written about various companies such 

as Coinbase, Basecamp, Shopify and Medium who have declared that 

their focus should be on business not activism.167 This has been called 

“mission focus” and is described in the Mission Protocol:

“In the 21st century, we are increasingly and rightly interrogat-

ing the social responsibilities of our projects and work cultures. But 

these conversations often lose sight of the main way our projects pro-

duce social good: through good work on our mission…

...Mission focus means putting aside activities and conversations 

within project spaces, even good and important ones, that are out of 

scope for the project. Mission focus doesn’t mean being apolitical; it 

means being political about the mission. This mission is what you 

167  Peter Savodnik, Silicon Valley’s ‘Mission Protocol’ Revolution Is 
Beginning to Attain Critical Mass, Quillette, June 11, 2021, https://quillette.
com/2021/06/11/silicon-valleys-mission-protocol-revolution-is-beginning-to-
attain-critical-mass/ 
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came together to accomplish, and this mission is what you’re fight-

ing for in your work on the project.”
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4. THE RISKS 
OF THE 
CORPORATIST 
MODEL 

THE VARIETIES OF CAPITALISM

Peter A. Hall and David Soskice, in their classic discussion of the 

varieties of capitalism, label the likes of Germany and Austria 

as examples of a “coordinated market economy,” compared to 

Britain or the United States that are examples of a “liberal market 

economy”.168 The types of capitalism are defined by how firms coor-

dinate, either through hierarchical and competitive market relations 

or non-market strategic interaction between actors. The coordinated 

model depends on close relationships between banks and compa-

nies, and less on shareholder accountability like in the liberal market 

model. There are also mechanisms that coordinate relations between 

168  Peter A. Hall and David Soskice, eds., Varieties of Capitalism. The 
Institutional Foundations of Comparative Advantage (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2001).
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employees and employers in a non-competitive manner, with busi-

ness decisions made together rather than by management. There is 

also organisation of training through employer associations and trade 

unions, rather than independently by the state and individuals. There 

is also greater likelihood of job stability, with more set wages and 

fewer personal enticements to move between companies by bonuses 

and higher salaries. 

Specifically, under the Deutschland AG or ‘Germany Inc.’ model 

workers in all German companies with more than 5 staff can estab-

lish workers’ councils that co-decide some issues like working hours. 

Large German companies have a dual-board system, with both small 

management boards and higher-level supervisory boards that include 

worker and union representatives. This has historically loosened the 

grip of shareholders and meant workers have a direct say over work-

ing conditions, are involved with executive appointments and can 

decide on technology changes. 

It is argued better coordination allows for less combative relation-

ships between employers and employees and greater workplace 

democracy, while sustaining the likes of skills training. Inspired by 

Germany, the UK’s Labour Party proposed employee board repre-

sentation at the 2019 election.169 On the other side of politics, former 

Prime Minister Theresa May repeatedly promised greater worker 

169  Ashley Cowburn, “ Workers to make up one third of company board 
members under Labour, Jeremy Corbyn vows,” Independent, September 24, 
2018, https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/jeremy-corbyn-
workers-boards-labour-conference-one-third-union-a8550946.html
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representation on boards.170 In the United States, senators Elizabeth 

Warren and Bernie Sanders have both backed workers on boards.

But the grass is not always greener on the other side. There are seri-

ous concerns about the German corporate culture, as enabled by 

cosy relationships between corporate, trade union and political lead-

ers. German fund manager Michael Huenseler, for example, has 

noted the excessive “power of the CEO”. 171 “Hardly any pressure 

was exerted on poorly performing companies and their supervisory 

boards,” German professor Michael Wolff has said, noting the situ-

ation is beginning to change.172 This is consistent with broader litera-

ture that links unionisation to lower profits.173 There have been ongo-

ing calls for Germany to adopt “Anglo-American style corporate-

governance principles” in which there is far more information and 

170  Rowena Mason, “May Promises Social Reform in Centrist Leadership 
Pitch,” The Guardian, July 11, 2016, sec. Politics, Rowena Mason, “May promises 
social reform in centrist leadership pitch”, The Guardian, July 11, 2016, https://
www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/jul/11/theresa-may-tory-leadership-pitch-
andrea-leadsom + “We will use Brexit as an opportunity to strengthen workers’ 
rights”, Financial Times https://www.ft.com/content/2ab85d52-38bf-11e7-
821a-6027b8a20f23

171  Lucy Burton, “The demise of Deutschland AG: why Germany’s once 
untouchable giants are gripped in scandal and crisis,” June 22, 2019 https://
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2019/06/22/demise-deutschland-ag-
germanys-untouchable-giants-gripped-scandal/ 

172  Lucy Burton, “The demise of Deutschland AG: why Germany’s once 
untouchable giants are gripped in scandal and crisis,” June 22, 2019, https://
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2019/06/22/demise-deutschland-ag-
germanys-untouchable-giants-gripped-scandal/ 

173  John T. Addison and Barry T. Hirsch, “Union Effects on Productivity, 
Profits, and Growth: Has the Long Run Arrived?,” Journal of Labor Economics 7, 
no. 1 (1989): 72–105.
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control is provided to shareholders.174 This indicates ongoing conver-

gence towards competitive market relations.

The lack of accountability has real consequences on the success of 

companies and the economy. A study found that companies with 

equal employee and shareholder representation on supervisory 

boards are valued one-third (31%) less compared to companies where 

employees represent only one-third of the supervisory board seats.175 

Another study found that an increase in worker representation in 

German companies during the 1980s had a “consistently negative 

effect on productivity and profitability” without increasing returns 

to workers.176 Meanwhile, a recent study of an elite service club in 

Germany found that credit allocation decisions of banks to firms are 

deeply influenced by personal connections leading to “rent extrac-

tive coalitions that stifle economic prosperity”.177

There are also ongoing concerns that big decisions in German com-

panies are often made without transparency, often by small groups 

of insiders working with politicians and bureaucrats.178 There are 

174  “Hit by an Earthquake: How Scandals Have Led to a Crisis in German 
Corporate Governance,” Wharton University of Pennsylvania, March 28, 2007, 
ttps://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/hit-by-an-earthquake-how-
scandals-have-led-to-a-crisis-in-german-corporate-governance/

175  Gary Gorton and Frank A. Schmid, “Capital, Labor, and the Firm: A Study 
of German Codetermination,” Journal of the European Economic Association 2, 
no. 5 (2004): 863–905, https://doi.org/10.1162/1542476042782260.

176  Felix R. FitzRoy and Kornelius Kraft, “Economic Effects of 
Codetermination,” The Scandinavian Journal of Economics 95, no. 3 (1993): 
365–75, https://doi.org/10.2307/3440362.

177  Rainer F. H. Haselmann, David Schoenherr, and Vikrant Vig, “Rent-Seeking 
in Elite Networks,” SSRN Scholarly Paper (Rochester, NY: Social Science 
Research Network, January 31, 2017), https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2911062.

178  Guy Chazan, “Investors take on Germany Inc”, Financial Times,  May 7, 
2019, https://www.ft.com/content/3ea5497c-6cdb-11e9-a9a5-351eeaef6d84
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also disproportionately few foreign members of supervisory boards, 

indicating a lack of diversity of talent and a domination by insiders. 

“Managers, directors, shareholders and regulators are too closely 

involved for any meaningful governance to take place,” WHU Otto 

Beisheim School of Management’s Garen Markarian has said.179 “It’s 

a small private club with a lot of back-patting.” 

On the darker side, Germany’s system of lax corporate governance 

has been linked to secrecy, bribery and corruption.180 This ranges 

from bribes to foreign and union officials, and improper enriching of 

managers, to the infamous Volkswagen emissions scandal and con-

cerns about Deutsche Bank money laundering.181 There have also 

been substantial cases of anti-competitive corporate collusion and 

price fixing.182 In one case, Volkswagen’s politically connected per-

sonal director, Peter Hartz, was convicted of coordinating a bribery 

scandal that involved sex and pleasure trips for members of works 

179  Guy Chazan,  “Investors take on Germany Inc”, Financial Times,  May 7, 
2019,  http://ft.com/content/3ea5497c-6cdb-11e9-a9a5-351eeaef6d84

180  “Corporate scandals plague top German firms,” NBC News, August 
9, 2005, http://www.nbcnews.com/id/8875874/ns/business-corporate_
scandals/t/corporate-scandals-plague-top-german-firms#.Xv4RYGpKgcM 
G. Thomas Sims, “2 Former Siemens Officials Convicted for Bribery,” The 
Telegraph, May 15, 2007, https://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/15/business/
worldbusiness/15siemens.html Kate Connolly, “Bribery, brothels, free Viagra: 
VW trial scandalises Germany,” The Guardian, January 13, 2008, https://www.
theguardian.com/world/2008/jan/13/germany.automotive

181  Lucy Burton, “Deutsche Bank woes mount with US money laundering 
probe,” The Telegraph, June 20, 2019 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
business/2019/06/20/deutsche-bank-woes-mount-us-money-laundering-
probe/

182  Paul Taylor, “The dishonest Germans”, POLITICO, July 25, 2017, https://
www.politico.eu/article/daimler-volkswagen-bmw-porsche-audi-siemens-the-
dishonest-germans/ Jan Hromadiko, “ThyssenKrupp Fined for Price Fixing,”The 
Wall Street Journal, July 23, 2013, https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB100014241
27887323829104578623670757301116
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councils to coerce support for managerial decisions.183 Notably, 

German corporate scandals tend to be identified by foreign actors, 

including American authorities and British journalists, rather than 

the German government. 

CASE STUDY: THE WIRECARD SCANDAL

The Wirecard scandal reveals insidious practices in Germany’s cor-

poratist model – as authorities became obsessed with market stabil-

ity, in opposition to supposed ‘speculators’, undermining accounta-

bility. Wirecard, a payments processor, was valued at more than €24 

billion at its peak in 2018. The company was also part of the Dax 30 

index, Germany’s largest companies, which made it an automatic 

investment for pension funds. It won plaudits as a European tech 

startup able to challenge Silicon Valley giants. But issues were repeat-

edly raised about Wirecard’s extravagant profits for a highly competi-

tive industry, non-existent clients and missing cash. In response, the 

German regulator repeatedly investigated the messengers, taking legal 

action against whistle-blowers, rather than looking into the alleged 

fraud.

The first Wirecard irregularities were raised in 2008 – the result of 

which was German authorities prosecuting two men who raised con-

cerns.184 The Financial Times began questioning Wirecard—as part of 

the ‘House of Wirecard’ series—in 2015, identifying a €250 million 

183  Kate Connolly, “Bribery, Brothels, Free Viagra: VW Trial Scandalises 
Germany,” The Observer, January 13, 2008, sec. Business, https://www.
theguardian.com/world/2008/jan/13/germany.automotive

184  Dan McCrum, “Wirecard: the timeline,” Financial Times, June 25, 2020, 
https://www.ft.com/content/284fb1ad-ddc0-45df-a075-0709b36868db
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hole in the group’s balance sheet.185 In the same year, concerns were 

raised that Wirecard’s Asian operations were much smaller than 

claimed.186 Further issues were raised in 2016, with Germany’s reg-

ulator responding by investigating publishers of a critical dossier of 

allegations for market manipulation. 

The Financial Times reported on claims by whistleblowers in 

Wirecard’s Singapore operation, the company’s Asian headquar-

ters, in early 2019.187 Singaporean police subsequently raided 

Wirecard’s headquarters. In response, Germany’s financial regu-

lator, BaFin sought to protect Wirecard by banning short selling on 

the stock for two months on the basis of the company’s “importance 

for the economy” and the “serious threat to market confidence”.188 

The European Secretaries and Markets Authority (ESMA) backed 

BaFin’s ban on short selling, which it called “appropriate and propor-

tionate to address the threat to German financial markets.”189  BaFin 

also filed a criminal complaint against two FT journalists and ten 

185  Dan McCrum, “House of Wirecard,”, Financial Times Alphaville, April, 
2020, https://ftalphaville.ft.com/2015/04/27/2127427/the-house-of-
wirecard/

186  Dan McCrum, “JCap on Wirecard: a search for the Asian 
business,” Financial Times, November 20, 2015, https://ftalphaville.
ft.com/2015/11/20/2145256/jcap-on-wirecard-a-search-for-the-asian-
business/ 

187  Dan McCrum and Stefania Palma, “Executive at Wirecard suspected of 
using forged contracts,”Financial Times, January 30, 2019, https://www.ft.com/
content/03a5e318-2479-11e9-8ce6-5db4543da632

188 Dan McCrum and Guy Chazan, “German regulator bans shorting of 
Wirecard shares,” Financial Times, February 18, 2019, https://www.ft.com/
content/25f9a94c-3354-11e9-bd3a-8b2a211d90d5

189  “Esma Issues Positive Opinion on Short Selling Ban by Bafin”, European 
Securities and Markets Authority,  February 18, 2019, https://www.esma.
europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-issues-positive-opinion-short-selling-
ban-bafin
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short sellers for “market manipulation”.190 

In June 2020, it was revealed auditors could not find €1.9 billion that 

was supposed to be held in escrow in two Asian banks. The compa-

ny’s CEO, Markus Braun, was subsequently arrested on suspicion of 

false accounting and market manipulation. Wirecard’s shares fell by 

80% and the company entered insolvency. 

The Wirecard scandal reveals the dangers of the German-style eco-

nomic model. The cosy relationships between the national champion, 

Wirecard, and the regulators, allowed widespread fraud to go unde-

tected. There were also substantial failings among the market actors. 

EY, the company’s main auditors, have serious questions to answer. 

But overall, the dispersed knowledge of market actors discovered the 

issues with Wirecard’s books long before the regulators or the audi-

tors. The short sellers put their skin in the game, risking substantial 

losses if they misread the company. The regulator interrupted these 

feedback mechanisms by prosecuting both the short sellers and the 

journalists who raised concerns.

The German regulator, and broader Frankfurt financial community 

response has been linked to a “premodern idea of capital markets” 

that short sellers are bad.191 “German corporate culture is still dom-

inated by actors who favour corporations over their shareholders, 

and thus regard criticism as an affront,” German financial journal-

190  Olaf Storbeck, “German regulator files complaint on alleged Wirecard 
manipulation,”Financial Times, April 16, 2019,   https://www.ft.com/
content/8e1948be-6060-11e9-b285-3acd5d43599e

191 Bernd Ziesemer, “Why was Frankfurt so blind for so long about 
Wirecard?,”Financial Times, June 21, 2020,  http://ft.com/content/f04793df-
43a2-4d69-a39f-e04dac36ce8e
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ist Bernd Ziesemer wrote in response to the crisis.192 “BaFin not only 

amplified the home bias against Anglo-Saxon short-sellers; it used 

parts of the German press to attack them.” 

The Wirecard scandal has been linked to the broader lack of pro-

tections for investors in the German system. Robert Peres, the head 

of the Minority Shareholder Initiative, has identified how “share-

holders [in German companies] lack the power to hold management 

accountable”:

“The erosion of shareholders’ rights is a scar on Germany’s cor-

porate landscape that investor protection groups have complained 

about for many years. A related problem is that Germany’s two-tier 

system of a management board and a supervisory board does not 

produce the necessary stringent controls.”193 

THE WOES OF MARKET INTERFERENCE 

Financial regulators took a similar approach at the start of Covid-

19. In March 2020, the ESMA announced requirements that hedge 

funds and other holders of net short positions of greater than 0.1% of 

a company’s share capital inform their respective national regula-

tors. This was framed as a “precautionary action” to ensure “finan-

192 Bernd Ziesemer, “Why was Frankfurt so blind for so long about 
Wirecard?,”Financial Times, June 21, 2020, http://ft.com/content/f04793df-
43a2-4d69-a39f-e04dac36ce8e

193 Robert Peres, “Wirecard is a scar on Germany’s corporate landscape,” 
Financial Times, January 3, 2021,  https://www.ft.com/content/f04793df-
43a2-4d69-a39f-e04dac36ce8e
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cial stability”.194 Meanwhile, the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority 

placed a temporary ban on short selling of 140 major Italian and 

Spanish stocks.195 Austrian, Belgian, French, Greek, Italian and 

Spanish regulators took similar steps. South Korea’s Financial 

Services Commission banned short selling for six months.196 There 

were similar bans on short selling during the 2011 Eurozone crisis.197

These interventions have precisely the same premise as steps taken 

by BaFin to protect Wirecard: pro-business and anti-market. At that 

time, the value of businesses was in substantial flux. Some busi-

nesses—like airlines and cruise ship operators—were forced to stop 

operating overnight while others—like pharmaceutical companies 

researching Covid-19 drugs or diagnostic companies—would shortly 

be in high demand. It is for market actors to discover the new value 

of companies, not for regulators to protect existing businesses from 

individuals who wish to buy and sell their stock. 

Short sellers are particularly important correctors during times of 

uncertainty. They provide liquidity during a time of falling prices, as 

well as wider markets with important information about the value of 

194 Mark Kitchen, “EU watchdog ESMA tightens short-selling rules amid 
“serious threat to market confidence,” hedgeweek, March 16, 2020,https://
www.hedgeweek.com/2020/03/16/283953/eu-watchdog-esma-tightens-
short-selling-rules-amid-serious-threat-market

195  Kalyeena Markotoff, City watchdog bans short selling of Italian and 
Spanish shares, The Guardian,  March 13, 2020, https://www.theguardian.
com/business/2020/mar/13/city-watchdog-bans-short-selling-of-italian-and-
spanish-shares-juventus-lazio

196  Natalie Turner, “South Korea bans short selling for six months,” 
Securitiesfinancetimes, March 17, 2020, http://www.securitieslendingtimes.
com/securitieslendingnews/article.php?article_id=223739

197  Julia Kollewe, “Bank shares rally after ban on short-selling,” The Guardian, 
August 12, 2011,https://www.theguardian.com/business/2011/aug/12/short-
selling-uk-banks
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companies.198 For individual portfolios, that include pension funds 

and endowments, they allow ‘hedging’ against risk of a market down-

turn. Bans on short selling make markets inefficient, do nothing to 

prevent slides in asset prices, and risk more volatility when restric-

tions are lifted.199 The rapid willingness of regulators to limit short 

selling—despite the evidence of clear harm—reveals a broader dan-

ger: regulators not understanding dynamic market processes.

MOVING TOWARDS THE LIBERAL MARKET 
APPROACH

Hall and Soskice, in Varieties of Capitalism, explain how the different 

models of capitalism create certain advantages and disadvantages: 

“different modes of coordination condition the efficiency with which 

firms can perform certain activities, thereby affecting the efficiency 

with which they can produce certain kinds of goods and services.” 

High growth start-ups cluster in Silicon Valley because America’s lib-

eral market economy encourages competition, risk and high turnover 

of labour. Hall and Soskice describe how this leads to “radical inno-

vation, which entails substantial shifts in product lines, the develop-

198  Arturo Bris, William N. Goetzmann, and Ning Zhu, “Efficiency and the 
Bear: Short Sales and Markets Around the World,” The Journal of Finance 62, 
no. 3 (2007): 1029–79, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1540-6261.2007.01230.x; 
Robert Battalio and Paul Schultz, “Regulatory Uncertainty and Market Liquidity: 
The 2008 Short Sale Ban’s Impact on Equity Option Markets,” The Journal 
of Finance 66, no. 6 (2011): 2013–53, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1540-
6261.2011.01700.x.

199  Daniel Aromi and Cecilia Caglio, “Analysis of Short Selling Activity 
during the First Weeks of September 2008,” Office of Economic Analysis 
Memorandum, December 16, 2008, https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-08-
09/s70809-369.pdf Robert Battalio, Hamid Mehran and  Paul Schultz, “Market 
Declines: Is Banning Short Selling the Solution?,”Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York Staff Reports, no 518 (September 2011), https://www.newyorkfed.org/
medialibrary/media/research/staff_reports/sr518.pdf
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ment of entirely new goods, or major changes to the production pro-

cess”. This is particularly helpful for “fast-moving technology sec-

tors, which call for innovative design and rapid product development 

based on research, as in biotechnology, semiconductors and software 

development.” Therefore, the liberal economic system helps pro-

vide capacity for competitiveness in fields that require risk taking and 

rapid implementation.

Meanwhile, Germany, a coordinated market economy, is depend-

ent on industry with lower risks, and inter-firm collaboration like 

machinery and factory equipment, consumer durables and spe-

cialised transport equipment. Innovation in these fields tends to be 

incremental rather than revolutionary. In practice, this has meant 

Germany lacks many of the key drivers of technology-driven modern 

economic growth.200 There are consistent complaints that Germany’s 

co-determination model undermines dynamism, innovation and 

profits.201 A nation’s institutional environment has been shown to 

have a very real impact on economic growth and innovation.202 It 

would appear Germany’s institutional environment is ill-suited for 

many of the drivers of modern economies.

Hall and Soskice believed there were comparative advantages in both 

liberal and coordinated market approaches. However, recent evi-

dence indicates the liberal model is becoming more widespread since 

200  Lucy Burton, “The demise of Deutschland AG: why Germany’s once 
untouchable giants are gripped in scandal and crisis,” The Telegraph,  June 22, 
2019, https://telegraph.co.uk/business/2019/06/22/demise-deutschland-ag-
germanys-untouchable-giants-gripped-scandal/

201  Ursula Weidenfeld, “Theresa May should beware of imitating the German 
model,” Financial Times, July 12, 2016, https://www.ft.com/content/56f1513c-
4813-11e6-8d68-72e9211e86ab

202  Daron Acemoglu and James Robinson, Why Nations Fail: The Origins of 
Power, Prosperity, and Poverty (New York, NY: Currency, 2013).
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the original literature published in 2001. Many features of Germany’s 

model, such as cross-ownership and co-determination, have declined 

in favour of more market-oriented relations.203 The system of cross-

ownership, in which major firms are cross-owned by banks, insur-

ance companies and industrial companies, has been declining for 

some time.204 On the labour relations side, just one-in-ten compa-

nies have a worker’s council and declining numbers have supervisory 

boards.205 Two-thirds of employers who have high levels of worker 

representation say the system undermines doing business. 

There are also growing signs of shareholder accountability: last 

year, following Bayer’s botched purchase of US agrochemical giant 

Monsanto, there was the first ever vote of no confidence in a large 

German company. Supervisory boards are becoming increasingly 

independent and less reliant on former management board members. 

There are also growing instances of value-based incentive packages. 

“Before, companies got away with making questionable decisions, 

but now they’re being pilloried for them,” German business aca-

203  Wendy Carlin et al., “The Transformation of the German Social Model,” 
in European Social Models From Crisis to Crisis, ed. Jon Erik Dølvik and Andrew 
Martin (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 2014); Werner Eichhorst, 
“The Unexpected Appearance of a New German Model,” British Journal of 
Industrial Relations 53, no. 1 (March 1, 2015): 49–69, https://doi.org/10.1111/
bjir.12055.

204 Wolf-Georg Ringe, “Changing Law and Ownership Patterns in Germany: 
Corporate Governance and the Erosion of Deutschland AG,” The American 
Journal of Comparative Law 63, no. 2 (2015): 493–538; Brian R. Cheffins, 
“The Metamorphosis of ‘Germany Inc.’: The Case of Executive Pay,” The 
American Journal of Comparative Law 49, no. 3 (2001): 497–539, https://doi.
org/10.2307/840902.

205  “Unseating an old idea - Deutschland AG rethinks workers’ role in 
management,” The Economist, February 1st, 2020, https://www.economist.
com/business/2020/02/01/deutschland-ag-rethinks-workers-role-in-
management
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demic Jörg Rocholl has said.206 It seems ironic that while some British 

politicians look to Germany for inspiration, there are many signs that 

Germany’s system is becoming more British.

RECOVERING FROM COVID-19

Shivaram Rajgopal, the Kester and Brynes Professor at Columbia 

Business School, found evidence that the “European model of cap-

italism… has certainly not delivered shareholder or stakeholder 

value.”207 Rajgopal investigated environmental, social and green-

house gas reporting across the top 50 companies in Germany, France, 

the Netherlands and the UK compared to the US. While the US com-

panies were less likely to report on these details, when they did there 

was little discernible difference. Greenhouse gas emissions largely 

depend on industry. The same is true for where low levels of women 

in management can be observed. 

The big difference came in governing structures: European firms 

tend to have less diffuse shareholders and dispersed sharehold-

ers have less power due to the likes of dual class shares. There were 

also France’s rules that doubled voting rights for shareholders that 

hold their shares for more than two years, which a study found led 

to an exit of foreign shareholders, an increase in the cost of capital 

206  Guy Chazan, “Investors take on Germany Inc,” Financial Times, May 7, 
2019, https://www.ft.com/content/3ea5497c-6cdb-11e9-a9a5-351eeaef6d84

207  Shivaram Rajgopal, “Has European Corporatism Delivered?,”Forbes, July 
28, 2020, https://www.forbes.com/sites/shivaramrajgopal/2020/07/28/has-
european-corporatism-delivered/#5b7fdaf750a2
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and “reinforces insiders’ entrenchment”.208 “The important conclu-

sion is that the poor ‘G[overnance]’ of the continental firms destroys 

far more shareholder value than improved ‘E[nvironmental]’ and 

‘S[ocial]’ can possibly create,” Rajgopal writes. 209

Liberal market economies will likely be better placed to recover from 

Covid-19-related economic disruption. The economy is currently 

experiencing an unprecedented exogenous shock. Consumer desires, 

as well as the regulatory environment, have dramatically shifted. 

The coordinated system, which may prove effective in a time of sta-

bility to ensure security of labour market relations, is unlikely to be 

able to adapt quickly to radical change in consumer wants and needs. 

Historically, Germany was much slower at reducing employment 

in steel as demand declined in the 1980s compared to the United 

Kingdom – the consequence of which was lower productivity.210

More liberal labour markets, in which there are fewer restrictions 

on the ability to hire and fire as well as high levels of mobility, makes 

it much easier for companies to adapt to changing circumstances. 

When there are no heavy barriers to laying off staff if a venture ulti-

mately proves unprofitable, then it is more likely to go ahead, with 

staff hired and risks taken. This has major benefits for innovation, 

such as allowing scientists and engineers to move between firms to 

support new products and technologies. 

208  Thomas Bourveau, Francois Brochet and Alexandre Garel. “ The Capital 
Market Consequences of Tenure-Based Voting Rights: Evidence from the 
Florange Act,” SSRN, April 1,2020, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=3324237

209  Shivaram Rajgopal, “Has European Corporatism Delivered?,”Forbes, July 
28, 2020, https://www.forbes.com/sites/shivaramrajgopal/2020/07/28/has-
european-corporatism-delivered/#5b7fdaf750a2

210  Susan N. Houseman, Industrial Restructuring with Job Security: The Case 
of European Steel (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1991).
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Meanwhile, a healthy market for mergers and acquisitions allows 

for firms to dynamically respond to changing market conditions and 

acquire new technologies. Companies in the liberal market system 

are more dynamic and responsive, less held up by internal bureaucra-

cies – such as getting approval from workers’ councils for laying off 

staff or adopting new technologies or organisational restructures. 
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CONCLUSION: 
REMAKING 
GOVERNMENT 
AND BUSINESS

The years of 2020 and 2021 will forever be known as the years of the 

unprecedented. But in other ways, we are facing a repeat of previous 

debates about the role of government and the role of business. These 

debates have been happening for decades, if not for centuries, in 

response to changing circumstances.

Ultimately, the government needs to protect competition and free 

markets. In practice, following the crisis, governments need to shrink 

so the private sector can get back to allocating resources to where 

they are most productive.  

The economy is dependent on a complex web of billions of relation-

ships; it is not some system that can be directed from above. For far 

too long, damaging taxes and strangling red tape has held back the 
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ability of businesses to create prosperity. The growing size and scope 

of the state have wasted taxpayer money, misdirected businesses, 

incentivised cronyism, held back competition, and limited human 

potential. This must come to an end. An agenda focused on reducing 

regulatory barriers to entry to stimulate job-creation and innovation 

must be enacted.211 

There is also a strong case for remaking government, to make it less 

centralised, more responsive, and more capable of utilising local 

knowledge. This could ensure better delivery of services like police, 

roads, public health and education. If a business tries to do what the 

government ought to do, it won’t be successful. But when the gov-

ernment takes on the role of an investor (picking the winners) or as 

a business (we know what consumers want), they will make mistakes.

A new model will be necessary to recover from this crisis and address 

future challenges, as well as repaying the trillions of dollars of new 

debt and funding the growing pressures on public services. By focus-

ing on their fields of competence, both the state and business can 

ensure broader prosperity.  

211  Simeon Djankov et al., “The Regulation of Entry,” The Quarterly Journal of 
Economics 117, no. 1 (2002): 1–37.
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